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The Search For Sustainable Natural & Human Communities
"We abuse land because we
regard it as a commodity
belonging to us. When we see
land as a community to which
we belong, we may begin to use
it with love and respect. "
Aldo Leopold, Sand County
Almanac
Working to help restore sustainable
natural and human communities in the
Northern Forests is a labor of love. We
invite you to join us, whether you are a
Tree Cutter or a Tree Hugger, a Resident
or a Non-Resident, a Native or nonNative American.
The Northern Forests are more than
a place of beauty, a source of instrnction, and an evolving, dynanric conununity of unimaginable potential, intric;;acy
and fragility. They are our life support
system.
And they are a region in crisis.
But, with this crisis comes a once-i11-ahfetime opportunity for our species .to
rediscover a relationship with the natural
world that is respectful, sustainable and
spiritually fulfilling.
The Northern
Forest
Forum is an expression of
faith that we can work together to protect the natural and human communities
of the Northern Forests.
The Northern Forests are not a homogeneous region .. Each state is quite
different, and there are different regions
within each of the four states. And each
community in the region has its own
concerns. These differences must never
be overlooked, but they must not blind
us to the realization that the communities of the four states have much in
common and face many of the same
threats.
Although much has been made of
the differences that divide our communi.ties, something very powerful has been
overlooked. Despite all our real or perceived differences, residents and non-residents alike snare a common bond that
transcends any differences--our deep and
abiding love for these forests of the
Northern Appalachians. United by respect and love for this region, we can
and win find the difficult resolution to
the region's current crisis.
Different regions face different
threats. The Adirondack Park, where 42
per cent of the Park is publicly-owned
as ''forever wild" state forests, is most
seriously threatened by land speculation,
subdivision and second-home development on private lands. Development
al.so threatens shorelines and other critical tracts of land in northern New
England, but the gravest threat to the
health of the privately owned forests of
northern New England comes from unsustainable forestry practiced by largely
absentee corporations.

Today, the forests of northern New
England are, by and large, in the worst
condition they have been in since the retreat of the ice more than ten millennia
ago.

And now the region's economy,
dominated by transnational. paper companies and uncontroiled speculation and
second home development, is :in crisis.
Our communities, too, are in crisis.
There is a sense of powerlessness, a loss
of hope, a feeling that we are divided
against ourselves.
A Vision of the Futmre
Proposing a vision of the desired
future the Northern Forests is a daunting
task because, as Wendell Be1Tyhas written, "We have never known whai: we
were doing because we have never
known what we were undoing. We can.not know '1-Vhatwe are doing until we
know what nature would be doing if we
were doing nothing." Fortunately, we
do have a model: the Adirondack Park,
which despite many problems, is elo-

quenttestimony to the healing powers
of nature and the value of public owner-

ship.
To live sustainably,we need to recognize that protecting the forest means
protecting the human communities that

the forest sustains. Sound economics
means protecting your capital. Our
"capital"is the soil, air, water, forests,
wildlife andresidentsof these Northern

that have been extirpated) must be assured.

2) Human populations and consumption patterns must not exceed the
ability of the region to meet our needs
and desires. Human settlement must
complement, not conflict with, the
habitat needs of non-human species.
3) Human e..conomies must be eoologically benign and sustainable, provide for basic human needs in a socially
responsible manner, and rely on renewable resources that are managed on a
sustainable basis.
A Transition Strategy
A vision is essential, but without a
realistic transition strategy to get us
from here to there, it is meaningless.
How do we get from here to there?
Some of the most important elements
of this strategy include:
*Community
Empowerment
of those who have been disenfranchised
in the past. People and communities
must recover power over their future
· that today is in the hands of largely ab-

sentee corporations,speculatorsand others who representthem;
*Developing
Alternative
Economic Strategies that promote
local-control, economic diversity and are
based on ecologically-benign, valueadded manufacturing, and sustainable
community agriculture;

*The Ecological Restoration
Forests to assure

Forests.

of the Northern

How can we assure sustainablenatural andhumancommunities?
l) The habitat needs of all species

the ecological
of the region
resilient due
and adequate

native to this region (including species

and evolutionary integrity
(the Northern Forests are
to abundant precipitation
soils, but, we should not

be fooled; these forests are under siege,
and we cannot count indefinitely upon
their resiliency).

An important

mechanism

for

achieving these goals is land acquisition
from willing sellers. A hundred years
ago, the privately-owned Adirondacks
resembled today's industrial forest of
Maine. Public acquisition of over two
minion acres in the Adirondack Park ha.s
helped protect the region's ecological
integrity and water quality, as well as

assure public access to these wildlands.
With millions of acres of industryowned iand for sale today, northem New
England has a unique opportunity to
protect these critical public values and
begin healing our natural and human
communities.
Today, people in the northern forest
mill towns have a sense of hopelessness. As long as the region's destiny is
controlled by outsiders, community despair is likely to continue. If defenders
of ecological integrity work with their
neighbors to develop a locally controlled
economy that is ecologically sustainable, our communities will recover control over their future. Given fair choices
people in these communities will demanda healthy, vibrant environment to
live in.
We are ever-so-briefly visitors in
this unimaginably beautiful pageant of
rocks and ice and fire and water and dane,.
ing sunlight. We have been blessed beyond fathoming. We have a once-in-alifetime opportunity to begin healing
the natural and human communities of
the Northern Forests. Please join the
search.
--Jamie Sayen
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The Amazon? Pacific Northwest?
No, it's approximately 25 square miles
in Township T4Rl4 in Maine, west of
Chesuncook Lake. The West Branch of
the Penobscot is in lower right.
A century ago much of the
Adirondacks
resembled this scene.
Today, 42% of the Adirondack Park is
protected as "forever Wild."
How will Northern New England
look a century hence?
This high altitude photo was taken
by the National Aerial Photography
Program. It will appear in Beyond
the Beauty Strip: Saving What's
Left of Our Forests, by Mitch
Lan sky, published by Tilbury House in
October.

Lake Lila - Photo by Gary Randoif, Adirondack Council

The Northern Forest Forum

Forest Forum

is an independent journal covering issues of importance to the Northern
Appalachians (including the Adirondacks and Tug Hill regions of New
York). Its editorial policy reflects the
views of the Editorial Staff, and not
necessarily those of any other individuals and groups associated with the
Forum.
Signed articles reflect the
views only of the writer, and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the editors or any other groups or individuals associated with the Forum. The
Forum
will publish articles that
stimulate the search for sustainable
natural and human communities in
the region.·
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What are the
ern Forests?
tatement of Purpose I;l No
The Purpose of the Northern
In 1988 Congress authorized a US

Forest Forum is: To Promote
Sustainable Natural and Human
Communities in and beyond
:Northern Forest Region.
The Forum will focus on:
*The Ecological Integrity of the re-

Forest Service study of a 26 million
acre region that encompasses Tug Hill
and the Adirondack Park:in New York,
Northern Vermont and New Hampshire,
and the Northern two-thirds of Maine.
It named the study the ''Northern Forest
gion and strategies we need to adopt to
Lands Study" (NFLS). Although this
restore and preserve it;
name is a misnomer, as residents of
*The need for E.conomic Reform
Canada, the :Midwestern and Pacific
into an economy that. is ecologically
Northwestern states will attest, we will
sustainable, equitable, and locally and
refer to the 26 million acre area as the
regionally controlled;
''Northern Forests" because of the NFLS
*Community Empowerment; and
and the Northern Forest Lands Council,
*Monitoring the Northern Forest
which is an outgrowth of the Study.
Lands Council.
The Northern Forest Lands Council
has 17 members, four from each of the
The Forum is the only publication
four states in the study region and a repdevoted to exploring the Northern Forest
resentative of the US Forest Service. It
as an area of local, state, regional,
. meets bi-monthly.
tional and global significance. It will
The Editorial Staff of the Forum
seek io involve all citizens and groups
believes thatCongress unwisely excised
concerned about the future of the
important sections of what constitutes
Forests, especially groups .1 the Northern Forests in an ecological
·working for economic and commmritv
revitalization, religious mid cultural
terests,
local
officials,
planners,
foresters, and citizens of the Northern
Forest communities.
,xr<>:
believe w~ ca.11find the oomrp:nund that u::lit.esthe diverse de- k,l
;:;fthe Northern Forest commurri - tj
,:es--;·,nr love for
region.
Forum win provide an empowering forumfor the unheard voices ~f the human
and non-human communi1ies of the re-

na-

I

sense. Specifically, we believe that the
White Mountain National Forest and the
Green Mountain National Forest should
have been included in the study region.
We also believe that the Taconics and
Berkshires in southern Vermont, western Massachusetts and eastern New York
should be included.
The Northern
Forests extend into the Maritimes of
Canada. If we are to find ecologically
sustainable solutions to our region's
problems, we must not be circumscribed
by artificial lines (boundaries) drawn
political reasons.
Accordingly,· the
Forum will include articles on the
Maritimes,
the
region's
National
Forests,
the Berkshires
and the

for

Taconics.
However, due to the nature of international and national politics, we recognize that
political solutions to our
region's problems will refer exclusively
to the Congressionally-designated 26
million acre · Northern Forest Lands

many

Studyarea.
The Northern Forests are very diverse, ecologically, culturally and politically. The industrial forest of Maine is

unlike any other part of the region, including tl1e rest of Maine. Vermont is
different from New Hampshire.
The
Adirondacks and Tug Hill, although in
the same state, face some very different
problems . Thereforf, when addressing
problems of the region, we must be
very careful to make sure that a proposed solution is relevant to the region's
problem.
For instance, an area that is relatively unthreatened by second home development will not be protected by
strategies that primarily are designed to
thwart second home development.
Some proposals will be useful for
the entire region. Others will not.
But, if there are differences, there
are important similarities. The region
is dominated by relatively unbroken
forested lands. It is generally moun.tainous. Rural communities throughout
the region face similar economic and social problems.
What is most important is that this
region has a unique opportunity to work
together to solve regional and local
problems.

I
I
I
.I

hope to st1mufrite a healthy dethat will assrnt
searthchFto
.:-on,.. ,on ground. ·we nope e on.un
will promote a sense of regional and ·
cultural
and celebrate the inregria1be.luty and,milieacy of the bi- .
.:tic ,-ommunity a:nd the cultural <iiiver- ..
l
the hum.:G,communities of
.!

I

our

.

))

;I

The Forum

will seek to assure
thatpolitical, economic, social and cultural.strategies for the region's future be·
ecologically sustainable. In particular, .
will promote forestry practices and /f
wood nroducts manufacturing that are
1·

1

ecologically sound, socially responsible
·and economically viable.

1·.·.
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The Choppers by Seneca Ray Stoddard, Courtesy of the Adirondack Museum

The
N~:~:~:::,
Forum
Letters
is

to the
Forum

six times a year. It wiH be i
in the middle of the odd- 1,~
numbered months (January, March, ~
May, July, September, & November).
Deadlines for submission will be the
To the Northern Forest Forum:
First of those months.
If possible,
As I read through the outline of
please submit artic1es on Macintoshyour new publication, I think of the
compatible disc. Send articles to:
words of a i\1icmac man from
POB 6, Lancaster, NH .03584.
Mattawam.keag, Maine, unnamed when
quoted in The Wabanakis of Maine
and the Maritimes:
"You need the time to go back to
the real things, to know in your own
t mind that even though you have to have
this education or this job to survive in
We wish to thank the following or the world today, there are other things
ganizations whose generous support enthat you have to have, too, and you
abled us to produce this inaugural issue
can't let it get out of balance. You have
of the Forum:
to be able to understand that there's a
.Adirondack Council
living, breathing world out there that
Anonymous
you have to have a relationship with
Earth Island Press
too, because if you don't, then you're
National Audubon Society
only half a person, you're not going to

!financia{Supporters

REI

SierraOub
TheWilderness Society
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survive. You'renot going to survive in
that world, the real world. There's an
unrealworld out herethat'sa lot of concrete and computersand set rules and

things that you have to do, but there's a
real world over here of animals and
rivers and skies, things that you can't
you can only live with and participate in, but you have to give a lot to
that world in order to be able to participate in it. You have to gain a lot of
knowledge from it. You have to give a
lot of yourself to it in serious study and
understanding."
I hope that the Forum will reflect
this serious study and understanding, but
in a way which will speak with the
voices of the living, breathing world. I
hope that it will be a forum of voices
for tl1e bioregions through which the
northern forests move. I hope that we
can try to speak for the great diversity of
life within these regions. A deep sense
of place, of connectedness, of relationship, moves through us and gives voice
to place through local cultures, through
the arts, through daily work and conversation.
I hope that the Forum will be a
forum of these voices, that we will hear
the local cultures, the local wisdom, the
deep sense of place and conne.ctedness

The Northern Forest Forum

expressed through many forms· of language, from the scientific article to poetry, from interviews to artwork, all of
it being part of the deep song of place.
I look forward to listening to the voices
of this forum.
--Gary Lawless
Gary lawless is a poet of the Gulf
of Maine Bioregion. He is co-proprietor
of a wonderful bookstore Gulf of Maine
Books in Brunswick, Maine. He is author of numerous books of poetry, including First Sight of Land, published by Blackberry Press.

Illustration
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Amphibians of the Northern Forests
by SteveTrombulak
Departmentof Biology
MiddleburyCollege
Abstract: Amphibians are common throughout
the Northern Forest, although they are less commonly
seen than other animals. They are .fascinating to observe, however, in part because of the incredible range
of life styles shown by individual species in this group.
They are also extremely important for the ecological
integrity and evolutionary potential of the forests and
wetlands. As insect predators and aquatic grazers,
they play central roles for nutrient and energy cycling
in forested ecosystems.
They also demonstrate
adaptations for living on land that are parallel to
those independentiy evolved in reptiles, birds, and
mammals. The amphibians in this region, as in many
other regions, are threatened with extinction in a
number of ways,
acid precipitation, drying
of soil due to changing land use patterns, and reduced
The consequences to ecosystem
water quality.
integrity of disruption of amphibian communities are
unknown, but may be severe due to their importance in
webs.

Wherever you go in the Northern Forest, they are
there. Spend some time walking through the woods,
turning over rocks and old logs, and you're likely to
see one. Walk along the edge of a pond or marsh and
one will leap into the water. away from your step.
Hike along a trail on a rainy night in spring and hundreds will cross your path. But despite their abundance, many people never see them. They are the amphibians of the north woods. They have been here
since the glaciers receded from this region 10,000
years ago, working the soil, shaping the communities
of wetlands, and giving voice to spring nights, an intimate part of the land.
Amphibians are fascinating animals. Vertebrates,
like us, they are the least appreciated and understood
member of, this group. Not as colorful and obvious as
birds, not as economically important as fish, not as
familiar as mammals, not as frightening as reptiles,
they generally go unnoticed except for a brief period
when the courtship calls of some species signal the arrival of spring.
Living amphibians, as a group, have several characteristics that separate them from all other vertebrates. They generally need a wet environment for
reproduction because, unlike reptiles and birds, their
eggs do not have protective shells to help keep the
embryos from drying out However, unlike fish, the
adults are usually more at home on land than in water.
Unlike mammal;, they are considered "cold-blooded,"
a misnomer meant to indicate that their body temperature is strongly influenced by the temperature of the
environment, whether warm or cold.
There are three rather distinct groups of living
amphibians, two of which are common in northern
New England and New York. The first is the salamanders. These four-legged crawlers are secretive,
silent, and rarely seen unless you happen to obseIVe a
spring migration to a breeding pond or are turning
over rocks or logs. The second group is the frogs and
toads, strong leapers and swimmers, whose male
courtship calls signal that warm weather and longer
days are on the way. A third group, the caecilians, are
found only in tropical regions of Central and South
America. Resembling large earthworms with jaws,
these creatures spend most of their time burrowing
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underground and are rarely seen even by people who
live in these areas.

Amphibians of the Northern Forests
Twenty-two different species of salamanders,
frogs, and toads are found in the Northern Forest in
almost every possible habitat The redback salaman. der (Plethodon cinereus), for example, is thought to be
more common in the forests of this region than any
other terrestrial vertebrate species, including whitetailed deer and robins. Generally dark with a red
stripe running down the middle of its back, this
secretive animal gets to be only 8 to 10 cm long. It
lives under logs, rocks, bark, and leaf litter wherever
the temperature of the forest soil is coot Like many
other salamanders, it has no lungs and gets all of :its
oxygen by diffusion across its moist skin. It lays its
eggs in dusters under rotten logs rather than directly
in standing water, and the young hatch out as
miniature adults, ready to begin their lifo as forest
predators. It feeds almost exclusively on insects and
oilier invertebrates that live in the soil, and spends the
winter in a hibernation-like sleep deep underground.
· Not all salamanders are like the redback, however.
The red-spotted newt (Notophthaimus Yiruksams) has
a three-stage life history that involves a switch from
water to land and back to water again. The eggs are
laid individually on plants in ponds, where the freeswimming larvae hatch and eventually metamorphose
into an "eft," the newt's terrestrial juvenile phase.
These efts are bright red and are commonly seen wandering around on the forest floor in broad daylight
They avoid being eaten because their bright color signals to potential predators, like birds and snakes, that
they are toxic, their skin containing an extremely effective poison. After living on the land for 2 to 7
years, an eft returns to water, turns olive green, and
lives out the rest of its life as an aquatic adult

The frogs and toads of this region show an equally
broad range of natural histories. The most common
species is the green frog (Rana clamitans). The
terns of green and brown on its body are
vatiable, but it is regularly seen along the sides of ponds,
streams, drainage ditches, and vernal pools. It lays
eggs in the water where they hatch into
aquatic
tadpoles, which may not metamorphose into
semiterrestrial adult for up to 2 years.
The spring peeper (Pseudacris crucifr,r) is also
fond of the water, coming to ponds to breed as soon as
the ice melts from them. Theirs is the single note
"peep" call, in which the males advertise to the females their presence and their possession of a piece of
real estate for laying eggs. An entire pond of calling
males can transform the night into a deafening roar of
high-pitched shrieks. Despite thei.r obvious
however, peepers are rarely seen. After the breeding
season, they leave their ponds and live a secretive life
in the nearby forests.
The American toad (Bufo americanus), on t.lie
other hand, much prefers land to water. Only occasionally seen in the water itself, its skin is thicker and
better able to withstand drying by the sun and air.
Perhaps the most remarkable of all the frogs in
this region, however, is the wood frog (Rana .s.ylm::
i.ca). It is among the first of all the frogs to breed in
the spring, indeed sometimes calling from atop ice that
has yet to melt off of the ponds. Characterized by a
brown body and a dark "robber's-mask" across its
eyes, this species has a remarkable ability to withstand
cold. If cooled gradually, such as what it naturally experiences as autumn becomes winter, a wood frog's
body can actually freeze solid like an ice cube. Tuey
spend the winter in this frozen state buried close to the
surface in the forest, to thaw out and become active
again as soon as the first warming comes in the spring.

Role of Amphibians in Northern Forests

At the other end of the ecological spectrum is the
mudpuppy (Necturus maculosus), which spends its entire life in the water. The aquatic larvae never metamorphose into terrestrial adults but instead develop
functional reproductive organs while retaining their
larval gills. Among the largest of all salamanders, this
species reaches 30 cm or more in length. Although
native to rivers and streams in the Champlain Basin of
New York and V ennont, it was introduced to northern
Maine earlier in this century.
Each of the other 8 salamanders that live in this
region shows unique natural histories, including the
mole salamanders (Amlzy...stomaspp.), which may
spend 50 weeks each year deep underground, and the
two-lined salamander (Eucym bislineata), which may
never travel more than 10 meters from a stream.

The Northern Forest Forum

Beyond their obvious diversity and fascinating
ecology, however, why should we pay any attention to
amphibians as we focus on the future of the Northern
Forests? Are amphibians anything more than pleasant
voices for wann summer nights? The truth is that amphibians are important· to the forests and our use of
them for several reasons. The first is that amphibians,
by virtue of their abundance in both aquatic and terrestrial habitats, are important to the structure and function of natural ecosystems. Remember that the redback salamander is the most abundant terrestrial vertebrate in New England and lives on insects, mites, and
other invertebrates that live in the soil. A tremendous

· *October 10-12: Harvard School of Public Health presents Human Health and the Environment: a
symposium on The Medical Consequences
of Environmental
Degradation at Kresge
Auditorium, Massachusetts Institute for Technology,
Cambridge, MA. For information call: (617) 4321171. Registration fee is $200 for non-students and
$50 for students.
*Northern Forest Lands Council, October 21,
Burke Mountain Ski Area, East Burke, VT. For more
information call (603) 224-6590, Meeting begins at
8:30 AM.
*November 4-6 Northeast
Nongame Technical
Committee
and the Northeast
Neotropical
Migratory
Bird Committee in Norwalk, CT.
For information call (203) 584-9830. On Nov. 4 there
will be reports on Invertebrate issues. Single day registration is $20, but must be made before October 23.
*November 5-6 Dioxin Hearings in Augusta, ME.
See page 20 in this issue of the Forum for further information.
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amount of forest energy and nutrients pass through the
digestive tracts of these salamanders, aiding in the

cyding of nutrients, shaping the invertebrate communities associated with forest plants, and influencing
!:hedynamics of soil production.
Similarly, tadpoles are among the chief grazers of
aquatic plants. Their presence influences the balance
between different species of algae, which in turn affects levels of oxygen and nutrients, and species composition in the ponds. The aquatic larvae of some
.salamanders are also the major predators in many
ponds, determining species composition and other aspects of a pond's ecology.
Without a focus on the amphibians of these
ecosystems, we have only an incomplete picture of
what keeps them in a healthy balance: how energy and
nutrients cycle through the system, how they regenerate themselves in the face of disturbance, and how
other species in the ecosystem persist. Amphibians
are an important part of the whole. ·

Amphibians & Ecosystem Health
A second, more applied, value of a focus on am phibians is their use as biological indicators of the
health of an ecosystem. Because of the,irunique characteristics, amphibians are extremely sensitive to
changes in environmental conditions ..and respond to
changes quickly. Their need for water, either in stand. ing pools or moist environments, makes them sensitive
to changes in water availability. Drought, changing
land use patterns, and water diversions or impoundments all effect amphibian populations, and ra.ay be
observed long before the trees and other plants in the
forest show any response. Similarly, the moist skin of
amphibians, used by some species even for respiration,
makes them sensitive to changes in water quality.
Changes in water and soil pH can severely reduce the
populations of some species. For example, redback
salamanders are almost never found in soil with a pH
less than 3.7. Careful monitoring of redback salamander populations can provide straightforward and rapid
assessment of soil conditions, long before they affect
the growth of trees or related soil fungi.
Interestingly, the different ecologies of different
amphibians makes their use as bioindicators of forest
health even better. For example, redback salamanders
appear to be more sensitive to soil pH and less sensitive to forest clearing than are other salamander
species. Similarly, green frogs are more sensitive to
pesticide~ ~· ~ other frogs. Comparisons of yearto-year distnbutmns and abundances among species
may help identify not only whether environmental
change is occurring, but what factor is responsible.
But a special interest in amphibians is not restricted to just the Northern Forests. In the last few
years, ecologists around the world have documented
serious decreases in amphibians in virtually all
habitats and from all continents. The golden toad
(Buf.o periglenes) from the montane forests of Costa
Rica, the western toad (Bufu OO!llliS.)from the
subalpine meadows of the Sierra Nevada Mountains of
S~,ifornia, the gastric brooding frog (Rheobatrachus
silus]'<>f,Jhe rain forests of southeastern Australia;
the~e and rn~y.
~ore species have declined or gone
extmct, leading biologi::,t&to wonder whether one or
m~re events are selectively' wiping out this group of
ammals ·on a glofial scale. Several factors have been
suggested to play a role in the decline, including in-·
creased acid precipitation, drought, habitat destruction,
~d human predation. It is most likely that there is no
smgle cause for these declines, with each species responding separately to agents of change. But the regulm'ityof amphibian declines strongly indicates that this
group responds more quickly and severely to environmental disturbance, and in the face of increased human
i~pact on the land is at extreme risk of global extinctton.
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The status of amphibians in the Northern Forest is
~~tely
not well known. Until quite recently,
mformatton on their distributions and abundances was
restricted to only a few places and a few species;
therefore, we don't yet know enough to say for sure
whether the kind of decline seen elsewhere around the
world is happening here as well. We do know that, as
yet, no amphibian has gone extinct in the Northern
Forest although populations of some species, such as
the western chorus frog (Pseudacris triseriata) in
Vermont and southern Quebec, appear to be less
common in recent years.
The concern about amphibians in this region is a
concern for the future. The environmental stresses
that have been linked to declines elsewhere, including
changes in forest structure, water quality, and soil pH,
are occurring in the Northern Forest and have a great
potential to become more severe in the future. If this
were to happen, then it is highly likely that we will begin to see major losses of amphibian populations and
species throughout this area. The impact of this on
ecosystem integrity is unknown, but the role that amphibians play in the food webs of forested ecosystems
suggests that the c.Qnsequenceswould not be trivial.

Evolutionary Potential
We cannot afford to be complacent about the potential loss of amphibians from the Earth. Oearly they
play an important role in the operation of present-day
natural ecosystems and should be protected for that
reason alone. But there exists a deeper philosophical
argument for the importance of amphibians: their
evolutionary potential.
Popular wisdom paints amphibians as our distant
. ancestors, the first vertebrates to climb up out of the
water and begin the colonization of the land.
Although advanced for their time, about 350 million
years ago, their cold-bloodedness and lack of a shelled
egg made them unsuitable for land compared to their
more advanced descendants, the reptiles, which in tum
gave rise to birds and mammals. Amphibians, therefore, are evolutionary "also-rans," pretty good for their
time, but of little importance for the future.
However, popular wisdom is wrong.
This scenario may be true for ancient amphibians,
those that actually did crawl up out of the swamps and
did eventually go extinct with the rise of the first reptiles, but iti~ decidedly untrue about for the living amphib~an~'.the modem relatives of those ancient forms.
1?e first amphibian_sactually gave rise to two separate
hneages dlat colomzed the land: the i;eptiles and the
living amphibians. Nothing like a redback sa4unander
or a wood frog or a spring peeper crawled up out of a
swamp. These species, and all living amphibians, are
every bit as modern and evolutionarily successful as
their more heavily modified cousins. They represent a
completely different approach to living on the land.
Although ancient amphibians were probably irrevocably tied to standing water, many modern amphibians
have evolved other strategies for making their way in
the world. Redbacks and many other salamanders
seek out moist soil and completely shy away from
water. Some, like the spadefoot toad of southwestern
North America, have colonized the deserts. Some
fro~s and sal~anders have evolved the ability to keep
therr developmg eggs inside their bodies and give birth
to their young alive, similar to mammals, yet having
arrived at this behavior by an independent evolutionary path.
.
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Living amphibians, therefore, like all living
organisms, have an intrinsic evolutionary potential.
By virtue of the fact that they are alive today, they
have demonstrated the ability to survive and
reproduce. They have unique strategies for life, and
involve themselves in the operation of Earth's
ecosystems in ways that may differ from any other
organism. We would do well to respect this potential,
and conserve it The future of the forests, and all other
ecosystems, may depend on it.

Additional Reading
Richard M. DeGraaf and Deborah D. Rudis.
Amphibians and Reptiles of New England:
Habitats and Natural History.
University of
Massachusetts Press. 1983.
James D. Lazell, Jr. This Broken Archipelago:
Cape Cod and the Islands, Amphibians and
Reptiles. Demeter Press. 1976.
Kathryn Phillips. "Where have all the frogs and
toads gone?" BioScience 40 (6): 422-424. June
1990.

NIGHT AND DAY
for Antler

The grouse gives me
less than a glimpse
as it explodes
from the tangle of
low hemlock branches.
Tiny dry cones whisper
in the silence
sifting to the ground.
The drumming is continual,
sounding through the bones
and bedrock of the woods,
seeping through
walls andfoundations.
Horned ow/breaks
the winter night
with a cry that
slips deep into
my dreams.
After the sound
a vast silence
hangs above the woods,
floating and listening.
Waking up, I feel
my life which has gone out
into the night
return.sand
settles back
to drum again.
Steve Lewandowski
Canandaigua, New York
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Ho oring Wabanaki: Land of the Dawn
For a proposed "Walk Honoring
Wabanaki", the Land of the Dawn, in

the summer·

1992, Robin

a

the
Vermont
1992 Committee
interviewed
a storyieller ivho is a descendent
the Western Abenaki
Vt:rmont and the Mohawk
The
to be able to present
statement. 1Jyou would
to share his JI/alive
lvnerican stories ivith your school or
group, contacr him ar: RD #1 Box
i-T 05462.

As an Abenaki person. to honor
lo think about how we
live on the land and relate to it, to the
creatures, the
the very stones themselves. To honor this land we must
learn to be appreciative of every day that
we have. I personally see every day as a
gift, and I am thankful for the gift of
life; I am thankful for my relatives that
make my food and my clothing.
W abanaki means Land of the Dawn,
and it is the original land and the home
of the People of the Dawn. Tins is a
land which goes from the East Coast of
},1aine and Nova Scotia--the Canadian
Maritimes, all the way to Lake
Champlain in the west; ood from the
southern shore of the St. Lawrence
River into North Central Massachusetts.
It's a large piece of land.
What is called Vermont, we call
Ndakioo, our land. But giving land
these names on some level is kind of
arbitrary, because there are no lines.
There are natural things, like the Lake
between us and the Haudenosaunee to
the west, or, the Iroquois, as they are
called. There is the St. Lawrence River,
mountain ranges--but there are no artificial lines. The boundary lines are in our
beads. They are very useful to define
and confine you as a human being, such
as Vermonters versus Massachusetts
people.
But welive in all these places and
we are all related; the Abenakis of
Vennont and Penobscot and Micmacs of
Maine--we are all part of the Wabanaki
family; different, and yet related. People
have made a great deal of historical note
of how the Abenaki and the Mohawks,
who live on both sides of this great lake
that is called Champlain, which our
people call Bitowbagok: The Waters
Between, that we and the Mohawks were
enemies. Well, a lot of that happened
in a warring time that the Europeans
brought here. It's hard to talk about it
from a western point of view, where
you say that there was a war or that
there were enemies and it implies a total
sense of otherness and a willingness to
destroy each other utterly, as western
civilization does.
'
In fact, this lake was not a hard and
fast boundary. The Mohawks came over
here to hunt and gather, and some of the
time we would go over there, and there
was a great deal of intermarriage: I myself am an example of that, I am
Abenaki and Mohawk (and Cherokee,
English, Scotch/Irish, and French) and
you will find people over there that are
Mohawk and Abenaki. So the boundaries are more fluid and flexible; and
when you cross~ The line into
Massachuseus, Ahe mountains are the
same. T!;ie-fi.ne is something that is
rherecfor"the purpose of controlling and
~atlon and basically to dominate the
land and the people.
To honor the Abenaki and the land
of the dawn, in my understanding, is to
really look at how you live here and

·wabana.ki means

how Rife has been lived here for thousands of years, 10, 12, 20,000 years
have lived here in harmony with
And we need. to be willing to
change the way that we live now. That
is the scary
To honor and
means to
think of the land and the water and
and the animals who live here as
a
as
to our own to be
here We are :not the supreme and al.lat thi;
of the
i.n fact we are
members of the sacred
of life
with the trees and
the coyotes and the eagles and fish and
that each fulfills its purpose. They each
perform their given task in the sa9red
hoop and we have one too.
For example, I heard on the news
that they are working on a law in the
state legislature to allow night hunting

ral way. And our dominant culture cannot accept the natural flowing cycle,
They try to arti.ficiaHy maintain a high
level of output, whether its in a factory
or if its a deer herd.
The coyote came here to Vennont--I
was a young
when they came, because there was a need for them here.
There were no live
at the
with the forest
iR. a large dooand
bcing introduced, and
there was
of rabbits. The coyeat
otes h ve on many
an.d many,.
plants, s.o,uuuJil. rabbits,
many things.
Tiris
That's just one example.
summer a (Burlington] Free Press article stated that V errnont is the third
cleanest state in the union, with a big
headline. Smaller subtitle: so many
millions of pounds of toxins are put
into the air every year. If we real.ly

live a long time after I am gone. And
it's that land, with creation, that has
taken care of me and fed me, and that
without care and reverence, we are creating our own doom, our own death. · We
are bringing sadness and hardship to our
children and our grandchildren and our
great grandchildren with the continued
rates of consumption and poHuti.on.
One of the
tl1at marks the
traditional. people is that vvhen they
thought about a course of action
didn't consider
their own
or
gain from it, they would consider what
are tll.elong term implications; if we do
this, whar wmbe the effect on future
generations?
For example, today in Vermont
there is more talk of drawing more water
from the streams for, snow-making.
Without that, we'll lose so many jobs,
so many millions a year, we'll have to
raise taxes; what'll we do? Well, what
will happen if we deplete those streams?
What will be the long-term effect on the
habitat surrounding those streams?
What will we do with the sewage from
the increase in skiers attracted here, and
the mountains cleared for condominiums
and ski trails? What is the effect of increased industry, of increased boating on
thelake?
To our people this was home.
When our people came here there
weren't all the cleared fields; we lived
here for thousands of years and when the
first Europeans arrived, most of the land
here was covered in old growth forest.
The mountains and the lakes and the
sky--this was, and still is--a very beautiful place.
And it saddens me a lot to know
that the lake is not as clean as it could
be. There are al ways conflicting reports
of how much pollution there is, but
some say the dioxin level at the
International Paper mill's discharge pipe
is only so many parts per million, only
one tenth of the FDA acceptable standard. My question is: why does there
have to be an acceptable standard?
Dioxin is considered by some to be the
most toxic substance created by human
beings. Should there be any of it in our
lake? Why should there be PCBs? If
we have the intelligence to create all
this technology to make snowy white
paper, super highways, and sleek, fancy
cars, and to do brain surgeries, and triple
bypass heart surgeries, and to send
spaceships out there and have them
come back; if we can do all th_s$.O~
things--we even have bo~bs called
smart bombs--how come wedon't have
smart enoug~ people co keep the land in
whic_hwe-live' clean and healthy?
of coyotes using lights and calls, so that
loved this land and really want to honor
anyone can go out and play this animal
it, and we want it to be a land that Qur - ··- People say, Well, that's the price of
call to lure the coyote in and then shine · childrenandgreat grai:i1ltlhildrencan.live_ development. ·Well, that's not a price I
want to pay or want my children or
a light in its eyes to blind and shoot it
in, We-''11.eed,Ab
stop~putting milliO!}S of
grandchildren to pay.
[Ed. Note: This bill did not pas.s in
pounds·of toxins into the air every year.
The modem culture has a sense of
1992.J The rationale that was given on -· It's kind of ridiculous to talk about how
superiority
as though it's above the natthe radio was that t.o ·give relief to
clean this state is, when if you look on
ural laws. I know a little bit about the
homeowners and farmers whose pets and
any map of all the landfills and waste
natural world and you have to have a
dumps in the state of Vermont; the state
livestock are at risk from coyote predacircle and replenish. Old farmers used to
tion.
is peppered with them, and most of
know
that, if you had more land than
.M~e we should give the coyotes
them are sitting close to streams.
you could nourish, then you had too
If we are going to honor this land
a hunting pennit to shoot human beings
much land and were basically robbing
who are walking in their place of living
we really need to heighten the level of
the land. We now have basic farming
and threatening their children and their
appreciation and awareness so that· peotechniques for that practice, using chemfood supply. It sounds kind of crazy
ple come to love the land as a living beicals to draw more and more, and it's
from the dominant way, but the coyote
ing, so that the land is not seen as
been documented by scientific measuresomething dead, and without feelings, as
has a job, the coyote is a natural predaments and simply by crop yield that
tor. The fish and game people and
something that can be shaped and used
soils have been severely depleted, and
hunters say that the coyotes are killing
for profit with no thought of its own
lost, because when the soil becomes deall the deer and they are terrible and a
needs, its own rights. I am not speakpleted it becomes dead and, dustlike, it
couple of guys got chased out of the
ing here in a sense of worshipping the
blows and washes away. There's an exwoods. The fact is, if there wasn't
land, I am not a pantheist. I am simply
ample again how this culture is not in
enough deer and rabbits and mice, the
a man who knows that the land has
balance and has forgotten what it means
lived a long time before I came, and will
coyotes would die off. That is the natuto honor the lands that feed it.
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It is important to me that our mcesto:rs' bones were in the process of returning to the earth from whi.ch they
came. The cells in our bodies were once
living animals and plants, since humans
feed on the plants and animals that are
fed by the ground. Humans, having
completed their lives in the old days,
would be put back into the ground, and
their flesh and bones would feed the
earth. This is the natural way of things
to happen.
So the bones of our ancestors, our
parents and great grandparents, are, some
of them, thousands of years old. It's
very disrespectful to talce someone who
hasbeen put back into the earth, who is
in the process of becoming one with the
earth again on that cellular level, to go
and dig them up and disturb them.
Tue fact is that they were at rest.
They were continuing the process of rejoining the earth from which they crune.
Their spirits have been disturbed. These
people have been disrespected. It is an
example of the dominant culture's attitude that our ways are the right "'.ays,
and we can do what we want.
·
As a native person, the
tu1..,t1!!.m that
relatives and my
tors
been
and been studied
and drilled and cut,
had ail this tech-

n:h~1.l
and scientific stuff done
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is
by Tomas.Obomsawin
Diplomatic Ambassador
Sovereign Republic of the Abenaki
Nation of Missisquoi
The Court will use the term
to refer to
"aboriginal
title"
Native Americans' rights to occupy and use their
homeland
based .on their possession . of the
land from time immemorial.
--Judge Joseph W olchik; 1989

The Abenaki Nation is an indigenous nation of what is now known as
the northeastern U.S. and southeastern
Canada. Our tribal headquarters are in
what is called northwestern Vennont.
Western Abenaki territory extends into
what is called New Hampshire and western Maine. Although Abenaki land has
been under occupation by European
colonists since the 1600s, we never
ceded title to it by treaty, sale, or any
other means, in fact Missisquoi
Abenakis leased a small portion of our
land to settlers for 91 years. That lease
encompassed most of what's known as
Swanton and Highgate, Vermont. The
Abenaki Nation has had original exclusive sovereign jurisdiction in our land
for tens of thousands of years, a relationship referred to in legal tenninology
as holding aboriginal title.
U.S. federal and international laws
recognize the rights of a sovereign
Indian Nation to self government, to
hunt, fish, and travel on ancestral land
without State regulation, licensing or
taxes. During melast four hundred
years the forces of occupation have tried
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to wipe out the Abenaki people, polluted and misused Abenaki land, destroyed many sacred areas, and systematically denied us Abenaki survivors our
aboriginal rights.
Persecution has
forced us to either give up our identity
1
and way of life or fight to protectit.
U.S federallaw guaranteesthe aboriginal title and rights of Indian people
frominterferenceby State government.
There is a large body of FederalIndian
Law to prohibit a State from exercising
jurisdictionover Indianpeople on Indian
landbecausesuch cases presenta federal
question involving the United States
Constitution, its statutes and/or
treaties.I To avoid the application of
federal.law,the Stateof Vennont claims
that the Abenaki Nation and e~pecially
Abenaki aboriginal title do not legally
exist.
In a June, 1992 decision involving
aboriginalrights, the VermontSupreme
Court ruled that extinguishment of
Abenakiaboriginaltitle had occurredby
1791 becauseof an "intent to extinguish by assertion of dominion
over the area" (emphasis added) by
the occupiers. "Assertion of dominion"

is a polite description indeed for the cruelty of military occupation.2
In this
political decision the Vermont Supreme
Court asserts jurisdiction it does not
have to protect fraudulent title to stolen
Abenaki land.
The decision is an alibi for more
state repression of people engaging in
such threatening pursuits as fishing,

hunting and travelling.3 Many of our
people who stood up to defend.ourabo-

riginal rights are now defendants before
the Vermont courts. Abenaki people are
being prosecuted for exercising our aboriginal rights to fish and to travel; our
land is being illegally taxed; our religious freedom is violated and our sacred
sites desecrated by hydro and other development. We aren't in these courts of
limited jurisdiction because we recognize the jurisdiction of the State of
Vermont we are there because we recognize the force of the Vermont, local and
military police. The State has given us
a choice between showing up or being
dragged in or worse.
The Abenaki people will not disappear; legally or otherwise. Nor will we
ever surrender or sell our land. The
Vermont Supreme Court can not eliminate the troublesome issue of aboriginal
title, and therefore the possibility of a
land claim by the Nation. The State
threatens our community's survival by
trying to erase our claim to our land.
Self determination for · our people depends on our right as a Sovereign
Nation to both economic self sufficiency and self government.
People who are involved with the
environmental movement in our area often rely on conservation easements and
other State regulation of land use to protect sensitive areas. This has a very
limited effect because State government
is most. strongly influenced by companies and individuals making large profits
from misuse of the land. It is also a
very shortsighted strategy with no historical background or understanding.
This is Indian land, and the Abenaki
People hold aboriginal title to it. The
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Abenaki Nation, not the State of
Vermont or any alleged landowner,
should decide what happens on our land.
We love and want to protect our land
and would be grateful to have allies who
will oppose the destruction of our land
with us. But this alliance can only be
built on the foundation of recognition
and respect for Abenaki aboriginal title
and rights.

Footnotes
1According to the U.S. Constitution
and the Trade and Intercourse Acts of 1790
and 1793 (et al.), the Federal government
alune has empowered itself to make
treaties or otherwise negotiate with a
sovereign Indian Nation concerning
aboriginal title and rights. The Northwest
Ordinance of 1789, the declaration of the
principles used to add new states to the
federal union, spells out the relationship
to be had between the new States and
Indian Nations: "the utmost good faith
shall always be observed towards the
Indians; their land and property shall
never be taken from them without their
consent...". When Vennont entered the
Union of the United States in 1791, it
agreed to abide by all existing federal
laws. Vennont violates the constitutionally defined relationship between Indian
Nations and the State and federal governments by prosecuting members of the
Abenaki Nation on our own land.
2According to Federal Law, extinguishment, the legal word for the termination of a Native Nation's aboriginal ti tie
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David Brower was born one year after the passage
of the Weeks Act. At the age of 80 he remains the
most famous and respected defender of what he calls
our "life support system." He is former Executive
Director of the Sierra Club, founder of Friends of the
Earth, and founder and current chairman of Earth Island
Institute.· Recently, he has published two volumes of
autobiographical writings that are required reading for
anyone interested in the history--or current battles--of
the 20th century environmental movement: For
Earth's Salce & Work in l!I.Jlgi:e_s_s_
(both published by Gibbs Smith). The day after this interview
took place, Brower took off for a three-week visit to
Lake Bailwl.

Forum: This summer you celebrated your 80th birthday. At an age when most of your contemporaries
have retired, why do you maintain such a breakneck
.
,
pace?
Brower: I go along with Wallace Stegner: If you are
going to get old, get as old as yo~ can get. And I go
along with Theodore Roosevelt:
better to wear out
than to rust out. Those two. things keep me fired up.
It's certainly a lot more fun bustling around using your
energy than sitting down and playing bridge all day.
Forum: You've expressed a profound concern for the
long-term health of the forests of the world. Why?
Brower: The most important thing we have in our
life support system is the biological diversity of the
forest ecosystems of the world--the little ones and the
big ones. Interconnected life on the planet That is
the most important thing we've got The industrial
revolution started talcing it apart in a way that we've
never done before. Non-industrial countries still have
some of the examples of what the industrial countries
had, but those are being lost too, because of the industrial raids on the ecosystems of everybody else.
We don't hear much about the greatest loss we
have going on today in biological diversity. We hear a
lot about endangered species, but we don't hear enough
about what I consider to be the most endangered
species--those that we have not yet discovered. You
hear all sorts of estimates on how fast we are losing
species, and I think we are losing them faster than
most of those experts are saying, because they are not
estimating generously enough the number of species
actually there. We have now discovered and identified
1.5 million species of plants and animals. The estimates of those that exist range from 4.5 minion to 80
million, and 20-30 million you hear fairly often.
In any event, we have a great many species on
this earth that we have not yet learned about, and we
are getting rid of them before we have found out where
they are. This is an unmeasured loss. We don't know
how important some of these are to ourselves--to the
system itself. We are trashing it without a second
thought. This has got to stop. Biological diversity is
the thing that we need above all to protect, to continue
to try to understand, and to leave enough around so
that we can look for what's there instead of just wondering what was there in places we've trashed.
Forum: Researchers in the Tropics and the Pacific
Northwest are discovering that much of the diversity of
these Ancient Forests is contained in the forest
canopy. !wonder what biological diversity we've lost
from the canopies of the Appalachian forests which
were cut down long before we knew what to look for.
Brower: What scientists who are studying the forest
canopy of the tropics by direct observation--working
on a rubber mat suspended from a dirigible--are finding
is pretty exciting stuff. What we'd find in the canopy
of the Appalachians could have been pretty exciting
stuff if we had any old growth canopy left
Forum: In light of the fact that over 99 per cent of
Appalachian old growth has been cut down, how can
we begin to ;estore wild and healthy places to this region?
Brower: I would seek advice from the restoration biologists to make as few mistakes as possible. What
we are trying to do is help nature heal. We must make
a good study of what was there in the first place.
There, of course, we only have partial knowledge.
That will always be true, and we can certainly always
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improve that knowledge of what was there by looking
at some little samples of what may be left, if there are
any. It's a lot easier if you've left a lot of the original
and merely have to fill in between, rather than to leave
nothing of the original and just try to guess what was
there.
Forum: lfwe don't know what we had and what we've
lost, it's very hard to do restoration work; that sounds
like a strong argument for protecting existing wild
places.
Brower: Yes. It's not so hard to plant trees, but it's
hard to grow forests. And that's what restorationists
have to try to do. You're trying to reconstitute an
ecosystem. And that includes what goes into the soil
before you've cleared it, and very few people know
what was there because it's hard to tell.
Forum: What have you learned about soils over the
years?
Brower: What I know about soils is simply what I've
learned from people who know about soils. Bernard
Frank, who used to be head of the Division of Forest
Influences at the Forest Service Office in Washington
told me 35 years ago that we know next to nothing
about forest soils. At the first restoration conference,
the Restoring the Earth Conference in Berkeley in
January 1988, we had some experts on forest soils do a
workshop on mycorrhizal fungi. They told how little
they knew. During the question period I repeated
Bernie Frank's remark and said, in view of what you've
told us, what would you say now is known by the forest industry, the Forest Service, and the forestry
schools about soils. They answered, ''We know even
less."
With that vast sea of ignorance around us, we've
got to be very careful to hang on to what we've got
and to look very hard for any evidence that can be
found in the fragments of the biota we're scattered.
It's not easy, and it's just an argument for hanging on
to any samples we have of places where nature's work
has been uninterrupted by us and our technology.
Those are just incredibly important sources of information.
Forum: We have a lot of logging in this region, a lot
of it is done as clearcuts. What's the impact of large
scale clearcutting on soils? And why are soils important?
Brower: You don't have forests without forest soils.
And if you don't know very much about forest soils,
you aren't going to know very much about forests.
Trees and other forest plants are soil's methods of defending itself against erosion. Soil is the all important thing. A line in my credo is: ''The miracle of
soil, alive and giving life, lying thin on the only
earth." It is one' of the most important resources we
have, and we've got to find a way to dramatize this.
Paul Sears once devised a sign for the Soils
Conservation Service--an arrow point down directly be-
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low the sign saying: "Desert--Six Inches."
Righi.
now, nature is helping subsidize an industry that does
not know how to sustain itself
Forum: Much of this region is dominated by transnational paper companies that own millions of acres.
Don't they have the right to do what they want to do
on their land?
Brower: 1bis has been the assumption. This is very
rapidly leading Earth to destruction, in spite of the environmental movement. The only acceptable philosophy is that we are brief tenants on this planet; that we
do not have the right to do whatever we want to the
earth. We've got to consider those who are going to
follow. We are grateful that our predecessors--or at
least some of them--considered us, or we wouldn't have
anything left. Right now, with the rapid deterioration
of the world's ecosystems and the world's life !!Upport
systems, we've got to reverse this.
Forum: These companies justify their practices by
citing the need for growth in this global economy. Is
it possible to have an economy that takes care of our
needs in an ecologically sustainable manner that is not
a growth economy?
Brower: It is. And it bas got to be. We have not yet
tried to analyze the true costs of growth. All our candidates are calling for economic growth to get the
economy back in action. They have never yet--because
the economists have not tried to analyze the problem
of growth. We are finally beginning to see the costs
of growth. It takes an enormous amount of capital to
fund growth. And it takes an enormous amount of irreplaceable environmental capital to sustain the kind of
growth we've bad in this country, and indeed, globally.
Growth costs money; growth costs environmental capital. We are drawing upon the resources that should
sustain humanity over the time that humanity would
like.to be around, and we're not doing that. We are not
calculating the cost to the future or the cost to the
earth. We can blame most of the economists for failing to have done that. Hazel Henderson says that economics is a form of brain damage.
Forum: How can we create and provide jobs, yet still
protect ecological values?
Brower: We certainly need people working, but we do
·not need to maintain or create jobs that destroy the life
support system. We don't need to create jobs to make
weapons and nuclear arms and nuclear power plants.
These things are too damaging. 1:here is plenty of
work to be done, and I would say that if we want to
keep people busy then let's try undoing the damage
we've done. We should not be doing more. We want
jobs in restoration, not jobs in destruction.
Forum: If our society were to divert funding away
from the military and nuclear weapons and power
plants, how would you like to spend this so-called
"Peace Dividend"?
Brower: Training people for those jobs in restoration,
catching up on defmed maintenance of society itself,
and helping Nature heal our Hfe support system. This
is an investment dw could produce revenue and prosperity and end our present habit of creating a few hundredbillionaires and millions of unemployed and legions of poor. Think, for example, what would happen, if, instead of spending billions on new jails, we
had restoration teams to work on clean-up, recycling,
the restoration of Americaand themselves!
We should also buy someof that paper company
forest land that's for sale.
Forum: Do you feel the American public supports
large public acquisition?
Brower: Yes, but right now there's a big threat to
that support and that's the wise use movement which
is very heavily funded by the abusers. They call it the
wise use movement, but it's the ''Wild Abusers" system that they're advocating. This threat is pretty scary
because they are getting a helluva lot of money from
the peaple who want to oontinue--or accelerate--the
abuse of the Earth. Some of their money is coming
from abroad from the corporations making ORVs.
Forum: It is currently estimated that 3-5 million
acres (or perhaps even more) is for sale in the 26 million acre Northern Forest Lands Study region. If the
public buys some of that land as part of the "Peace
Dividend"; much of it will probably be managed by
the US Forest Service. Do you feel the Forest Service
today is a responsible steward of the land entrusted to
it? What reforms would you suggest for public land
management?
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Brower: I think public ownersr.ip i.s probably the
best thing in the long run, but even. if you have the
public owning land, you still have to fight to make
sure the public land managers are managing the land
and that's not easy. Today's Forest Service
doem't. know how to take care of fond. The least we
should do is to get it to rewrite its job description.
I'm still hoping that we can have greater public involvement because the public has helped purchase the
land: to make sure that the land is managed correctly
and that the bad forest practi.ces of the US Forest
Service be fully exposed and corrected.
What we really need to do is abolish t.he Forest
Service and set up a new agency. We must set up a
national land service that is concerned with what happens to biological diversity, whoever the ownet may
be. This service should try to put boundaries around
civilization so that it operates better within its limits
and is not so scattered. Natural systems must be given
respect throughout the Earth, whether the land is agriculture, or forest land, or land just to be looked at and
admired, whetherpublicorprivate.
'
Forum: How much wilderness should we save?
Should we make a list of places we want to protect?
Brower: We don't want a list of places to save; we've
got to come up with a short list: a list of places we are
willing to trash. That will be one of the shortest lists
we've ever come up with. A very easy shopping list;
there would be nothing on that piece of paper. But,
don't ask a developer. (He laughs) i
Forum: Whyshould we save wilderness?
Brower: I'm just anxious now to'iiave :i.tbecause it's
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The soil

is

the ultimate teach.er. It has material. on how the life
support system works, what the interactions are that
we've messed up almost everywhere else. This :is the
last sample of t.he way the world works. Wilderness is
all we had while we were becoming people and for a
long time afterward when we had become people. Dlis
is what gives us all our capabilities, our immunities,
or whatever we've got going. We've got to remember
that and respect it and hang on to the rich samples that
we have around us. They are not nearly enough. But
they are all that's left.
Wilderness is ilie thing that stimulated me in
wanting to do anything at all about the environmental
movement. Its my medicine, my goal.
Just to look at it with our own interests and no
other-interests in mind, our own direct medical interests; it is stupid to get rid of something that could be
as valuable as penicillin has been. We may have already destroyed the cure for AIDS. We almost destroyed the last chance to have perennial com. It was
saved by accident in Mexico.
··
Wilderness contains the answer to all kinds of
questions we have yet to answer. How do we devise a
way of taking carbon, hydrogen and oxygen and stimulating them in the way the green leaf does so that they
will rearrange themselves and store energy? We don't
know how to do this. How do we build cement at the
temperature of sea-water, the way a clam builds it?
These are natural systems we'd better understand. All
these little things are exciting things to learn. And we
are not going to learn them because we've burned the
book.
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Land Acquisition Quiz
Land Acquisition, like Savings & Loan Bailouts
can be expensive. But, how expensive? This
quiz tests your grasp of economicreality.

Some observers believe that as
much as 10 minion or more acres
of Northern Forest Land may be
offered for sale in the next two
decades.
The price of 10 million
acres of Northern Forest Land is
____
per cent of the current
estimate for the Savings & Loan
Bailout.
(a) 0.5% (b) 5.0% (c) 50% (d) 500%

Loon Mtn. Surprise:
"Alternative 6"
7 Groups Call for Supplement
to Revised Draft EIS
by David Carle
At a June 16, 1992 news conference, the U.S.
Forest Service announced that after six years of consideration and a number of draft environmental statements, a new preferred alternative, "Alternative 6," had
been developed for the proposed Loon Mountain Ski
Area Expansion project final environmental impact
statement (FEIS). The FEIS was to be issued in early
August 1992. [&J. Note: It is nowmid-Septemberand
the FEIS has notyet been released.]
A coalition of six conservation organizations, the
Lincoln Coalition of Concerned Citizens, National
Audubon Society, Preserve Appalachian Wilderness,
RESTORE: The North Woods, Wilderness Outlook
Legal Foundation, and The Wilderness Society requested that Rick Cables, Supervisor of the White
Mountain National Forest, issue a supplement to the
Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement. In a
separate letter, the Sierra Club also requested a supplement. The supplement would document the impacts of the new preferred alternative, Alternative 6.
Mr. Cables denied both requests upon which all seven
organizations asked Floyd Marita, Region 9 Forester
to reconsider Mr. Cables decision. The decision from
the Regional Office is pending.
One of the issues raised in the request by the conservation organizations is the lack of public participation and review of the new preferred alternative.
According to the June 16 press release issued by the
Forest Service, Alternative 6 was "written after
lengthy review of public comments, suggestions by
the Joint Review Committee, and working with Loon
Mountain Corporation." Yet, according to an August
11 letter from Richard Pierce, Staff Officer at the
WMNF Supervisor's Office, Alternative 6 was
"developed through discussions between us [US Forest
Service] and LMRC [Loon Mountain Recreation
Corporation] personnel. Full public disclosure of the
alternative will appear in the FEIS for the project."
Other than the press release dated June 16, 1992, no
other information has been released concerning the new
preferred alternative.
A broader problem appears to· be that as the process winds toward conclusion, weariness and apathy
appear to be wearing down some conservation groups
that have struggled with this issue for six years. Also,
it appears that the Forest Service is taldng shortcuts,
thus putting the integrity of the whole process in
jeopardy.
Although the WMNF does not have actual figures, it estimates that it will have spent about
$340,000 of public money to assess Loon Mountain's
expansion proposal. Some skeptics suggest this figure is low. To place this in perspective, the WMNF
spent $619,000 in FY 1991 on "Wildlife." The
WMNF has not itemized this, but all expenditures pertaining to staff biologist salaries, endangered species
protection, monitoring, and research are presumably
included ·in this figure. Perhaps many clearcuts disguised as "wildlife management" cuts are also included.

David Carle is Associate Executive Director of
RESTORE: The North Woods, POB 440, Concord,
MA 01742. Tel (508) 287-0320.
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by WendellBerry
There are three kinds of conservation currently operating: the first is .thepreservationof places that are grandly

wild or "scenic" or in some other way spectacular. The
second is what is called "conservation of natural resources" - that is, of the things of nature that we intend to
use: soil, water, timber, and minerals. The third is what
you might call industrial trouble-shooting: the attempt to
limit or stop or remedy the most flagrant abuses of the
industrial system. All three kinds of conservation are inadequate',separately and together.
Saving The Spectacles

Right at the heart of American conservation,from the
beginning,hasbeen the preservationof spectacularplaces.
The typical American park is in a place that is "breathtakingly"beaautiful,and oflittle apparenteconomicvalue.
Mountains,canyons, spectacularland-fonns, geysers,waterfalls-these are the stuffof parks. There is, significantly,
no prairie national park. Wilderness preserves, as Dave
Foreman points out in his article "The New Conservation
Movement" (Wild Earth, Summer 1991), tend to include
much "rock and ice" and little marketable timber.
Farmable land, in general, has tempted nobody to make a
park. Wes Jackson hascommented V\;'ith
some anxiety on
the people who charge blindly across,K.ansasand eastern
Colorado,headedfor the mountainswest of Denver. These
are naturelovers and sight-seers,but they are utterlyoblivious of, or bored by, the rich natural and human history of
the plains. The point of Wes Jackson's anxiety is that the
love of nature that limits itself to the love of places that
are "scenic" is implicitly dangerous, because it tends to
exclude unscenic places from nature and from the respect
that we sometimes accord to nature. This is why so much
of the landscapethat is used is alsoabused; it is used solely
according to standards dictated by the financial system,
not at al.laccording to standards dictated by the nature of
the place. Moreover,as we are beginning to see, it will be
extremely difficult to make enough parks to preserve vulnerable species and the health of ecosystems or large watersheds. ·

Is

ood

focused on exceptional cases, the outrages and extreme
abuses of the industrialeconomy: global warming, the global assault on the last remnants of wilderness, the extinction of species, oil spills, chemical spills, Love Canal,
Bhopal, Chernobyl, the burning oil fields of Kuwait. But
a conservationeffort that concentratesonly on the extremes
of industrial abuse tends to suggest to the suggestible that
the only abuses are the extreme ones, when, in fact, the
earth is probably suffering more from many small abuses
than from a few large ones. By treating the spectacular
abuses as exceptional, the powers that be would like to
keep us from seeing that the industrial system (capitalist
or communist or socialist) is in itself, and by necessity of
all of its assumptions, extremely dangerous, and that it
exists to support anextremely damaging way oflife. The
large abuses exist within, and because of, a pattern of
smaller abuses. Much of the Sacramento River is dead
now because a carload of agricultural poison was spilled
into it. The powers that be would like us to believe that
this colossal "accident" was an exception in the general
pattern of safe use. Diluted and used according to the instructionson the label, they will tell us, this productis harmless. They neglect to acknowledge any part of the pattern
of implications that sumounds the accident: that if this
product is to be used in dilution almost everywhere, it will ·
have to be manufactured, stored and transported in concentration somewhere; that even in "harmless" dilution
such chemicals contaminate the water, the air, the rain, and
the bodies of animals and people; that when such a product is distributed to the general public, it will inevitably be
spilled in concentration in large or small quantities, and
that such "accidents" are anticipated, discounted as "acceptable risk," and charged to nature and society by the
powers that be; that such chemicals are needed, in the first
place, because the scale, the methods, and the economy of
American agricultureare all monstrously out of kilter; that
such chemicals are used to replace the work and intelligence of people forced out of farming by free-market
economies; and that such a deformed agriculture is made
necessary in the first place, by the public's demand for a

diet that is at once cheap and luxurious- too cheap to support adequate agricultural communities or good agricultural methods or good maintenance of agricultural land,
and yet so goofily self-indulgent as to demand, in every
season, out-of-season food produced by earth-destroying
machines and chemicals. We tend to forget, too, in our
understandable and necessary outrage at the governmentled attack on the public lands and the last large tracts of
wilderness, that for the very same reasons and to the profit
of the very same people, thousands of woodlots are being
abusively and wastefully logged.
Here, then, are threekinds of conservation,all of them
urgently necessary, and all of them failing. Conservationists have won enough victoriesto give them heart and hope
and a kind of accreditation,but despite all their efforts,our
soils and waters, forests and grasslands are being used up.
Kinds of creatures, kinds of human life, good, naturaland
human possibilities are being destroyed. Nothing now
exists anywhere on earth that is not under threat of human
destruction.. Poisons areeverywhere. J1mkiseverywh'ere.
Reviving Small Economies

These dangers are large and pµblic, and they inevitably cause us to think of changing public policy. This is
good, so far as it goes. There should be no relenting in
our efforts to influence politics and politicians, but in the
name of honesty and sanity we must recognizethe limits
of politics. Think, for example, how much easier it is to
improve a policy than it is to improve a community. But
some changes required by conservation cannot be politically made, and some necessary changes probably will
have to be made by the governed without the help or approval of the government.
Imustadmithere that my experience over more than
twenty years as part of an effort to influence agricultural.
policy hasnot been encouraging. Our arguments directed
at the government and the universities by now remind me
of the ant crawling up the buttocks of the elephant with
love on his mind. We have not made much impression..
My conclusion, I imagine, is the same as the ant's, for

Conserving Resources

"Natural resources," the parts of nature that we use,
are the parts outside the parks and preserves (which, of
course, we also use). But "conservation of natural resources" is now in confusion because it has been much
lip-served but not much thought about or practiced. Part
of the confusion is caused by thinking of "natural resources" as belonging to one category when, in fact, they
belong to two: surfaceresources,like soils and forests, that
can be preserveAi,n_use;and underground resources, like
iron or oil, that cannot be. The one way to conserve the
mineable fuels and materials that can only be exhausted
by use is to limit use. At present, we have no intention of
limiting such use, and so we cannot say that we are interested in the conservation of exhaustible resources. Surface or renewable resources, on the other hand, can be
preserved in use so that their yield is indefinitely sustainable. Sustainabilityis a hopeful concept, not only because
it is a present necessity, but because it has a history. We
know, for example, that some agricultural soils have been
preserved in continous use for several thousandyears. We
know, moreover, that it is possible to improve soil in use.
And it i.sclear that a forest can be used in such a way that
it remains a forest, its biological communities intact, and
its soil undamaged, while producing a yield of timber. But
the methods by which exhaustible resources are extracted
and used have set the pattern also for the use of renewable resources, with the result that, now, soils and forests
are not merely being used, but are being used up, exactly
as coal seams are used up. Since the sustainable use of
renewable resources probably depends upon the existence
of settled, small loc;d economies and communitiescapable
of preservingthe loqu knowledgenecessaryfor good farming and forestry, there is no easy or quick answer to the
problem of the exhaustion of renewable resources. It's unlikely that we can conserve natural resources so long as
our extraction and use of the goods of nature are wasteful
and improperly scaled, or so long as these resources are
owned or controlled by absentees, or so long as the standard of extraction and use is profitability rather than the
heal.thof natural and human communities.
Reacting To Outrages

Because we are living in an era of ecological crisis, it
is understandable that much of our anxiety and energy is
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destructiveness of our own households and communities.
If conservation is to have a hope of succeeding, then conservationists, while continuing their effort to change public life, are going to have to begin the effort also to change
private life.
The problems are caused, not just by other people,
but by ourselves. And this realization should lead directly
to two more. The first is that solving these problems is
not work merely for so-called environmental organizations
and
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and differently named earth is "work." We are connected
answer such questions requires more intelliby work even to the places where we don't work, for all
t~enceand involves more pleasure than all the teclmologiplaces are connected; it is clear by now that we cannot
cmbrf-..akthrou.gbs
ofthe last two hundred years.
exempt one place from our min of another.
,Jc:,;uuu. tb:etealization that we ourselves, in our daily
The name of our proper connection to the earth is
are causing the problems we are try'mg to
"good work," for good work involves much giving of
sdv<e
to show us the inadequacy of the language we
honor. It honors the source of its materials; it honors the
are using to talk about our connection to the world. Tue
place where itis done; it honors the art by which it is done;
idea that we live in something called "the environment,"
it honors the thing that it makes, and the user of the made
for :mstance, is utterly preposterous. This word cmne into
thing. Good work is always modestly scaled, for it cannot
use because of the pretentiousness ofleamed experts who
ignore either the nature of individual places or the differwere embarrassed by the religious associations of "creences between places; and it always involves a sort of reation" and who thought "world" too mundane. But "en]igious humility, for not everything is known. Good work
vimrunent"means that which surrounds or encircles us; it
<.anbe defined only in particularity, for it must be defined
means a world separate from ourselves, outside us. The
a little differently for every one of the piaces and every
real state of things, of course, is far more complex and inone of the workers on the earth.
timate and interesting than that. Tue world that environs
The name of our present society's connection to the
us, that is around us, is also within us. We are made of it;
earth is ''bad work" -work that is only generally and
we eat, drink, and breathe it; it is bone of our bone and · crudely defined, that enacts a dependence that is ill underof our flesh. It is also a Creation, a holy mystery,
stood, that enacts no affr.ction and gives no honor. Every
made for and to some extent by creatures, some of whom
one of us is to some extent guilty of this bad work This
are humans. llis world, this Creation, belongs in a limguilt does not mean that we must indulge in a lot of breastited sense to us, for we may righlfullyrequire certainthings .beating and confession; it means only that there is much
i.t.-the fuings necessary to keep us fully alive as hugood work to be done by every one oh.JS,and that we must
we also belongto it, and it makes certainright- begin to do it. All of us are responsible for bad work, and
ful daims upon us: that we care properly for it, that we
not so much because we do it ourselves (though we all do
leave it undiminshed, not just to our children, but to all
as because we have it done fonis by other people. And
fhe creatures who
live in it after us.
here we are bound to see our difficulty as almost overNone of this intimacy and responsibility is conveyed
vvhelming. How, in this global economy, l}.rewe to render
the word "environment." That word is a typical prodanytrung like an accurate geographic accolmt of our peruct of the old dualism that is at the root of most of our
sonal economies? How do we rake our lives from this earth
e1.:ological
destructiveness. So. of course, is "biocentrism."
thatwe are so anxious to prote{;t and restore to health? What
ff life is at the center, what is at the periphery? And, for
proxies have we issued, and 10 whom, to use the earth in
that matter, where is the periphery? "Deep ecology," anour behalf?
other bifurcating term, implies that there is, a couple of
:Most of us get almost all the things we need by buyup, a shallow ecology that is not so good, or that an
ing them; most of us know only vaguely, if at all, where
those things come from; and most of us know not at all
ecosystem is a sort of layer cake with the icing on the botwhat damage is involved in their production. We are altom. Not only is this language incapable of giving a true
description or suggestion of our relation to the world; it is
most entirely dependent upon an economy of which we
al.so academic, artificial, and pretentious. It is the sort of
are almost entirely ignorant The provenance, for example,
not only of the food we buy at the store, but of the fertilizlanguage used by a visiting expert who does not want the
ers, fuels, and other materials necessary to grow, harvest,
local people to ask any questions. (I am myself an
transport, process, and package it, is almost necessarily a
anthropobiodiointerpenetrist
and
a
gastrointeroenvironmentalist, but I am careful to say so · mysteryto us. Toknowthefull economichistoryof a head
of supermarket cauliflower would require an immense job
only in the company of other experts.)
of research. To be so completelyand so ignorantlydeNo settled family or community has ever called its
pendenton the presentabusivefood economy certainly
home place an "environment." None has ever called its
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feeling for its home place "biocentric"or "anthropocentric."None has ever thoughtof its connectionto its home
place as "ecological,"deep or shallow. The conceptsand
insightsof theecologistsareof greatusefulnessin ourpredicament.and we can hardlyescape the need to speakof
"ecology"and "ecosystems." But the termsthemselves
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definesus as earthabusers. It also definesus as potential
victims.
Livingas we now do in almostcompletedependence
on a globaleconomy,we areputinevitablyinto a position
of ignoranceand irresponsiblity.No one can know the
whole globe. We can connectourselvesto the globe as a
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(like the national economy before
operates on the superstition that fue deficiences or needs or wishes of one
place may be safely met by the ruination of another place.
To build houses here, we dear-cut forests there. To have
heat and air-conditioni.ng here, we strip-mine the mountains there. To drive our cars here, we sink our oil wells
there. It is an absentee economy. Most people aren't using or destroying what they can see. If we cannot see our
garbage, or the grave we have dug with our energy proxies, then we assume that all is well. The issues of carrying
capacity and population control remain abstract and distant to most people for the same reason. If this nation or
region cannot feed its population, then food can be imported from other nations or regions. An economy without limits is an economy without discipline. All the critical
questions affecting our use of the earth are left to be answered by "the market" or the law of supply and demand,
which proposes no limit upon either supply or demand.
Conservationists of all kinds would agree, I think, that
no discipline, public or private, is implied by the industrial economy, and that none is practiced by it Theimplicit wish of the industrial economy is that producers
might be wasteful, shoddy, and irresponsible, and that consumers might be extravagant, gullible, and irresponsible.
To fulfill this wish, the industrial economy employs an
immense corps of hireling politicians, publicists, lobbyists, admen, and adwomen. TI1econsequent ruin is notorious; we have been talking about it for generations; it
brought conservation into being. And conservationists
have learned very well how to address this ruin as a public
problem. TI1ere is now no end of meetings and publications in which the horrifying statistics are recited, usually
end that pressure shouid be put on the government
to the
to do something. Often, the pressure has been put on and
ilie government has done something. The government,
however, has not done enough, and may never do enough.
[t may be that the government cannot do enough. The
government's disinclination to do more is explained, of
course, by the government's bought-and-paid-for servitude
to interests that do not want it to do more. But there may
also be a limit of another kind: a government that could
do enough, assuming it had the will, would almost certainly be a government radically and unpleasantly different from the one prescribed by our constitution. A
government undertaking to protect all of nature that is now
abused or threatened would have to take total. control of
the cmmtry. Police and bureaucrats -and opportunities
for malfeasance-would be everywhere. To wish only for
a public or a political solution to the problem of conservation may be to wish for a solution as bad as the problem
and still unable to solve it.
The way out of this dilemma is to understand the ruin
of nature as a problem that is both public and private. The
failure of public discipline in matters of economy is only
the other face of the failure of private discipline. If we
have worked at the issues of public policy so long and
exclusively as to bring political limits into sight, then let
us tum, not instead but also, to issues of private economy
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and see how far we can go in that direction. It is a direction that may take us farther, and produce more satisfactory and lasting results, than the direction of policy.
Reviving Good Work

The dilemma of private economic responsibility, as I
said, is that we.have allowed our suppliers to enlarge our
economic boundaries so far that we cannot be responsible
for our effects on the world. The only remedy for this that
I can see is to draw in our economic boundaries, shorten
our supply lines, so as to permit us literally to know where
we are economically. The closer we live to the ground
that we live from, the more we will know about our economic life; the more we know about our economic life.
the more able we will be to take responsibility for it. The
way lo bring discipline into one's personal or household
or communityeconomy is limit one's eoonomicgeography.
This obviously sets up an agenda almost as dmmting
as the political agenda. The difference-a consoling oneis that, in influencingpolicy, onlylarge-scaleworlcis meaningful, but in refomring private economies, the work is
necessarily modest and can be started by anybody anywhere. Whatis required is the fonnation of localeconomic
strategies, and eventually oflocal economies, by which to
resist abuses of natural and human communities by the
larger economy. And, of course, in talking about the formation oflocal economies capable of using an earthlyplace
without mining it, we are talking about the reformation of
people; we are talking about reviving good work as an economic force.
If we think of this task of rebuilding local economies
as one large task that must be done in a hurry, then we will
again be overwhelmed and will want the government to
do it. If, on the other hand, we define the task as beginning the reformation of our private or household economies. then the way i'splain. What we must do is use wen
the considerable power we have as consumers: the power
of choice. We can choose to buy or not to buy, and we can

consumer influence, but such influence is sorely needed.
Both the forests themselves and their human communities suffer for the want of local forest economies-properly scaled wood productsindustties that would be the basis
of stable communities, and would provide local incentives
for the good use of the forest. People who see that they
must depend on the forest for generations, in a complex
local forest economy, will want the forest to last and be
healthy, they will not want to see all the marketable timber ripped out of it as fast as possible. Both forest and
farm communities would benefit from technologies that
could be locally supplied and maintained.
The economy of recreation has hardly been touched
as an issue of local economy and conservation, though
conservationists and consumers alike have much to gain
from making it such an issue. At present, the economic
use of privately owned farm and forest land is almost completely disconnected from its use for recreation. Such land
is now much used by urban people for hunting and fishing, but mainly without benefit to the landowners, who
therefore receive no incentive from this use to preserve
wildlife habitat or to take the best care of their woodlands
and stream margins. They need to receive such incentives.
Public fundsmight be given to private landowners to preserve and enhance the recreational value-thatis, the wildness-of their land. Since governments are unlikely to do
this soon, the incentives need ·lo be provided by consumer
and conservaticmgroups working in cooperation with farm:
groups. The rule of the food economy ought to apply to
the recreation economy: find your pleasure and your rest
as near home as possible. In Kentucky, for example, we
have hoodreds of miles of woodland stretching continu-

ously along the sides of our creek and river valleys. Why
should conservation and outdoor groups not pay an appropriate price to farmers to maintain hiking trails and
camp sites and preserve the forests in such places. The
money that would carry a family to a vacation in a distant
national park could thus be kept at home, and partly used
(for there would be a saving) to help the local economy and
protect the local countryside.
The point of all this is the use of local buying power,
local gumption, and local affection to see that the best care
is taken of the local land. This sort of effort would bridge
the gap, now so destructive, between the conservationists
and the small farmers and ranchers, and that would be one
of its great political benefits. But the fundamental benefit
would be to the world and ourselves. We would begin to
protect the world, not just by conserving it, but also by
living in it.

c. by WendellBerry, 1992. From a forthcoming
collection of essays to be published in the Fall of
1993 by PantheonBooks. Reprintedby permissionof
the author.
[Ed. Note: This essay was originally panted in
Wild Earth, Spring 1992. Wild Earth is one of
the most stimulating and important conservation
publications in the US. Wtld Earth, POB 492,
Canton, NY 13617. Subscriptions are $20/year.
WendellBerry is a farmer and a writer. His literary
worksincludeThe Unsettlingof America.The Gift of Good

Land, Home Economics, andWhatAre People For?. His
farming works include the successful restoration of an
eroded hillsidefarm near the KentuckyRiver.

choose what to buy. The ~tandard
which we choose
must be the health of the community- and that we must
ivhere
mean i:he whoie com.rrmnity:ourselves, the

we

and aH the hurnans and ofher creatures who live,

there with m;. fo a
would h::
richer in tl1e1rneighbors, in neighborhood,
the health
"'"'""'U''"of neighborhood, t11c,m
in their bank accmmts.
even if ihe cost is greater,
near at
at a distance. It is-better to buy from a

small, privately owned local store than from a chain store.
It is better to buy a good product than a bad one. Do not

buy ru,ything you don't need. Do as much as you can for
yourself. If you cannot do something for yourself, see if
you have a neighbor who can do it for you. Do everything you can to see that your money stays as long as possible in the local conununity. If you have money to invest,
invest it locally, both to help the local community and to
keep from helping the industrial economy that is destroying local communities. Ask yourself how your money
could be put at minimal interest into the hands of a yooog
person who wants to start a fann, a store,a shop, or a small
business lhat the community needs. This agenda can be
followed by individuals and single families. If it is followed by people in groups-churches, conservation organizations,neighborhood associations, and the like-the
possibilities multiply and the effects will be larger.
The economic system that most affects the health of
the,world, and that may be most subject to consumer influence, is that of food. And the issue of food provides an
excellent example of private change with public implications. You can start to reform your own food economy
vvit:houtanybodf s pem:ussionor help. If you have a place
to do it, grow some food for yourself. Growing sbme of
own food gives -youpleasure, exercise, !r.nowledge,
resistance,at'1dstandards. Your own food, if you grow
it the right way, will taste good, and so win cause you to
wish m buy food that tastei: good.
locally grown food..
Tell
grocer that you want
grownfood. If you
find
in stores, then see
a local fanner. The value of
Cn'<c•,w,,mt,,rn,, de
is i1J2Jwhen consumers are amltamted
with li}(;;lf producers,
can influence VHJ•,m•v-can know the iand on ,vb.ichtheir food is prncan refuse to
food produced with
UaJa,;;:,,R,,~ chemicals, or
practices. A0
these conne,etionsdeveiop, local agri.culturewill diversify,
become more healthy and more stable, employ more
people. As local demand increases and becomes more
knowledgeable,value-addingsmall food-processingindustries will enter the local economy. Everything that is done
by the standard of community health will make new pos~
sibilities for good work, the responsible use of the world.
The forest economy is not so obviously subject to
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Timber Industry Shortchanges Rural Communities
Cui'.Bono?'Who'.Bmefi.tsl
by William Butler
The first draft of Northern Forest
Lands funding legis~ation of 1991 proposed: "...to promote forest land conservation and rural economic qevdopment..." Later, the 'Maine representatives to the Northern Forest Lands
Council deleted the word "ruralII from
the version that they. supported at the
Bangor hearing in July 1991.
To those of us who live and work
in 'Maine's rural, timber-based economy,
the loss of this one word in the statement of purpose removed any real hope
that the NFL Council would begin to
address the economic depression of
communities across the study area. The
1990 Northern Forest Lands Study. is
priceless in that it formally recognized
the strong cotrelation between low percapita income.and a timber-based economy. Hancock County, where I have
lived and worked in the woods for forty
years was the lowest of the low.
The NFL Study was prompted by
the threatof "development" fragmenting
the large holdings in the region. The
reaction to this perceived threat was a
study of means of preventing such· subdivision. A goal eme-ged of preserving
existing ownership patterns and tradi. tional uses which have served the region
well. This is an unexamined premise,
probably written by people owning,
each, 100,000 acres or more.
My neighbors in eastern ·'Maine
aren't as fearful of shorefront development as the Council is. We see shorefront
by Georgia-Pacific,
as parked
Di~ond-Oxy, or £13'a,tllJ>i?n
under Maine's tree-growth tax reduction,
while a town half or more owned by
these landowners has failed to meet int1ating costs of community. Local assessors actually say they'dlike to have
$Qme ~s
in town .. spread the tax
bas.e. Doo't offer them a rebate for the
reduced tax from other taxes that we
pay, mostly the sales and income tax.
· They know it's not free money.
What's so great .about large ownerships? Before Georgia-Pacific bought
Great Northern, our· 17 largest owners
had 10.5 million acres; 100,000 acres
were held by the least of these.
Did an ownership pattern that
Henry Magnusson of the Paper Industry
Information Office described with relish
as "the largest contiguous industrial
holding in the United States" guarantee
sound forestry? Not in Maine.
Did we have a lot of good jobs in
the North Woods?
No, commuting
Quebecers cut almost half the wood each
year. They aren't paid well, but their
skidders and trucks are subsidized by
their governments. Big woods employ-

.now
o~ed

0
0
IJ

Unemployment ra1e greaier than U.S.(7"7o).
Unemploymeni raie (5.6· 711/o).
Unemploymem rate below Northeas1
(5.6%).

SOURCE: U.S. BUREAU OF CENSUS

UnemploymentRate, 1986.
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ers (the same large landowners) love
workers with this kind of subsidy; even
more they love the medical protection in
lieu of workers' comp that Canadians
bring with them.
Don't large ownerships assure us of
good jobs in paper and lumber mills?
Paper mill jobs were the best-paying in
the state, but are now in decline, both in
numbers and in union membership. But
in sawmills? Sorry, most of them are
in Canada,·just over the 'Maine border,
where they are subsidized in construction, operation, log cost, and cheap
power, as long as the workers are
Canadian. A typical export number is
500 million board feet of logs a year.
Much is cut by the commuters described
above. A 1981 Maine Forest Service
study quotes a Quebec authority as
showing 2000 direct jobs from these
logs, with a total of direct and indirect
employment of 30,000.
I once goaded Robert - Hintze, of
IntemationalPaper, into admitting publicly that his sawmill was in Quebec
because of the subsidies, and would be
in 'Maine when he got as good a deal.
Well, they must pay a lot of taxes,
right? It's sad, but they have rigged
this, too. We have about seven of the
big ones in 'Maine, and they own half
the state--what was the better half if you
like the woods. On their mills, they
pay only local taxes in the town, which
may be a large part of the town budget,
but is very small in absolute amount,
relative to the mill's earnings. The mill
is not taxed to support the state General
Fund. People are.
Don't the lands support the State?
No, most of the land is in the unsettled
or unorganized territory (regulated by
LURC--the Land Use Regulatory
Commission), where the only tax-supported services are plowing mow on a .
few roads, support of two schools, and,
until 1993, "their" fire department--the
Maine Forest Service. Nothing goes to
the General Fund.
How
about
corporation
tax?
Maine's is piggy-backed on the federal
· tax. Three quarters of our $1.5 billion
state budget is paid by sales tax and individual income tax--75%. Corporate
income tax contributes 3.5%. People
who bet or use alcohol or tobacco pay
10% of state revenues. The tfVelve million acres under the jurisdiction of
LURC pay in 0.7%, dedicated to the few
local services.
Don't they buy a lot of wood from
small landowners? The answer is: more
and more . (neglecting the current
Depression), but do they pay a good
price? Hardly. When seven of them
controlled most of the woodland in
'Maine, they had a buyer's market. The
premise of our School of Forestry at
Orono, and of the U.S. Forest Service,
was that you give away your worthless
pulpwoodandmake some money growing saWlogs. This giveaway is the predicate for what passes for forest management. It says that most of what you
grow in 'Maine is suited only as fiber,
and you must sell it cheap. Fortunately
for my argument, Dwight Hair, chief
economist of the USFS told us in
Orono that "Pulpwood is the highest
and best use of a tree. Given any degree
of shortage, paper makers can outbid all
other users--lumber, plywood, toothpicks." Some of. us at the Down East
RC&D forestry committee are working
on a landowners' marketing association
whose purpose is to get that higher
value for pulpwood.

I submit we'd be a lot better off today if the forest ownership were as
fragmentedasin the South. We might
have more wood left than we do.
Certainly we small. growers would get a
better price for pulpwood, as in the
South.
Will we miss them when they're.
gone? Would you? Don't get me
wrong--we need paper mills. Remember
what Hair said? That's where the money
is. Most of what comes out of a steadystate fore$t is fiber, and, as a grower,
you warit this high-value market. The
mills have to be of a sustainable size,
not the go-for~broke monsters that had
little
'Maine
out-producing
big
Wisconsin for a while. We will have to
re-invent paper malring on a human
scale.
Ecologists,
environmentalists,
recreationists, preservationists, whatever
category you like, all should take another look at the Faustian bargain you
are now offered by the NFL Council and
the large landowners. Stephen Schley,
whose family, the Pingree Heirs, has a
million acres and supplies sawmills in
Quebec, is crying that death duties raise
the problem of having to sell land to
pay the inheritance tax. The Pingrees
are a big family, and they have had the
land for over a hundred years. They
have taken a lot of money off the land,
. selecting which township to strip. We
haven't seen them sell off much in that
time. They did sacrifice a few thousand
acres around Big Reed Mountain for
$400 an acre. They cut the top off Big
Reed Mountain before they sold it.
Capital gains is the only other tax
shelter that these people don't have today. Theydidhave what IRS called the
finest tax shelter extant until the Reagan
Administration. Capital gains, as the
timber people had it construed, was not
just the difference between what you
paid for property and what you sold it
for, but included the value of standing
timber, called stumpage.
Nothing

0 Per capita
ID Per capita
Iii@Per

income below $8,000.
income $8.000 • 10,797.

capita income above U.S.($10. 797).

SOURCE: C.S. BUR[AU OF CF'-'SLS

Per Capita Income, 1985.

wrong with that, except that stumpage
came, with IRS approval, to subsume
ordinary corporate taxable profits. [&J.
Note: Through creative accounting,
stumpage values were inflated to include
far more of corporate profits in vertically integrated companies than just
stumpage-value.] This effectively immunized wood-based industry from tax.
Finally, look at the proposed deal-we excuse them from having to support
the community through taxes, and they
will keep the woods just as it is.
Further, they will keep the local
economies just as they are. I suppose
some younger people think the Maine
forest is still the North Woods. Even
when I first got into it, in 1948, it was
long past being untouched. If you want
to bargain, get something better than
the status quo for giving away our
money.
Get some real silviculture.
You will be asking for a real forest, not
a farm, real jobs for local people, and
tax support for community--in all, a
productive natural resource that is a
pleasure for all to enjoy.

William Butler has worked in the
Maine Woods for over 40 years. He is a
member of the Maine Citizens Advisory
Committee to the Northern Forest
Lands Council, Chairman of the Aurora
Planning Board and founder of Friends
of the Maine Woods;
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BreakS?

Astuteobservers of the Paper Industry have noticed that the same companies that claim
they need tax breaks to survive already enjoy unimaginably huge tax breaks. Can you
match the paper company with the size of its tax break? Did you notice that many of
these same companies also paidfinesfor pollution (see Paper Industry Quiz l)? How
big are the tax breaks? How big were the fines? This quiz is based on information
contained in Mitch Lansky 'sforthcoming
Beyond the Beauty Strip. ·

Choose your answers from these 5 Paper Companies:
c/iampkm.
Jntmultimtal,
9reat 9(prtliem~oosa,
lntmuztionafPapu, Stott Paper,St.1(JJ/is
(1) For the years 1982-85,
reported profits totaling $427.8 million, yet it
received refunds from the U.S. Treasury of $47.2 million for a tax rate of minus 11%.
(2)
reported profits of $481 million during the same period but received
refunds totaling nearly $60 million, for a tax rate of minus 10.3%.
(3)
reported profits of $877.8 million for 1982-85 and paid $45 million in
taxes for a tax rate of 6.6%.
(4)
reported profits of $366.5 million for the 4-year period and paid $30.5
million in taxes for a rate of 8.3%. It's merger with
resulted in huge writeoffs in 1982. The company received more in tax rebates from the government than it
reported in profits: $300,000 in profits and $1.6 million in refunds, for a tax rate of minus
533.3%.
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Ecologically Sustainable Community Economics
Questions for Citizens to Consider
by Deborah Brighton
Across the country, citizens are meeting to discuss
the future of their small towns. Although each community is unique, somewhere toward the top of the list
of goals and objectives in each town are usually concerns about maintaining rural character, quality of life
and sense of community. Other items on many small
town wish lists are maintaining affordable housing, a
school addition, a summer swim program, greenways,
acquisition of open space and ways to make a good living.
In many communities, questions concerning economic growth have polarized the public. Some citizens believe any commercial industrial growth ·is vitally needed in order to broaden the tax base and create
jobs.
Often, organizations are set up to chase
smokestacks--that is, to court new business and bring
it to town. Other citizens, envisioning air pollution
and traffic jams, react by opposing all growth.
Underneath it all, most people have a similar motivation--they want their community to continue to be a
nice place to live and work
Just as al] towns are not created equal, all types of
economic endeavors are not created equal. The list of
questions which follows was designed to help citizens
think about which types of economic activities are
consistent with their town's characteristics and goals.
The general philosophy behind the questions is that
the best businesses are those which are environmentally sound, those which contribute to the economic
security of the community and do not strain community services, those which create a useful product or
service, and those committed to the well-being of both
the community and company's employees. These are
the businesses which help, rather than hinder, a community's ability to achieve its goals.
No business can score a perfect ten on each question, but even if a company is perfe,t, it's not wise for
a community to be a one-company town. "Diversity
is terribly · important in a small state such as
Vermont," according to Paul Bohne, community development director in Bennington, Vermont. "IBM,
while being a tremendous boon to Chittenden County,
has an equal potential to devastate the area should it
become obsolete or move for other reasons. Solid
smaller companies covering a variety of sectors of the
economy provide some protection from vagaries of the
regional, n~tional or world economy." The same type
of econonuc devastation can occur anywhere if communities become dependent on single factories.
TI1e questions that follow do not prescribe answers. It is my hope that, instead, they w:ill stimulate
discussion and help citizens clarify their ideas so that
they can formulate a common vision that will result in
a local economy which is sustainable, which contributes to residents' other goals for their community
and which helps make their community a nice place to
live. Use these questions to help formulate appropri-

ate goals, policies and incentives for attracting appropriate businesses, establishing thoughtful zoning regulations, formulating criteria for granting conditional
use permits and for considering the conditions town officials may want to include in such permits.

I: The Benefits & Commitment of the
Industry to the Community
(1) How will it impact local taxes?

People seem to have a general perception that
commercial and industrial growth will lower taxes.
The theory goes like this: commercial property pays
school taxes yet does not put children in the school-resulting in a boon to the town. Many local officials,
therefore, have looked for developments to increase the
tax base without filling the classrooms. However, the
approach has not found uniform success. Although
communities show a great deal of variation, the general pattern in Vermont, and in other states as well, is
that tax bills end up higher--not lower--in towns with
the most commercial and industrial development.
Several reasons partially explain the higher tax
bills in these towns. First, commercial and industrial
developments often put heavy demands on the municipal side of the budget, requiring road maintenance, police and fire protection and sewer and water capacity.
Second, in many states the state government reduces
aid to education because the town is "richer." Third,
commercial and industrial property does not appreciate
as rapidly as other types of property; so, in relative
terms, the tax benefits accrued from industry decline
each year.
Probably the most important reason why towns
with the most commercial property have higher tax
bills is that these communities have more people.
The combination of the demands of the job-generating
developments and the needs of the new residents who
move in to fill the new jobs drives the tax bills up.
In analyzing the fiscal impacts of a town's various
economic developments, it's important to consider the
full picture. That picture includes costs, as wen as
revenues, the secondary impacts, such as employees
moving to town and the related costs--as well as the direct impacts.
The businesses most likely to have a positive effect on local taxes are those which employ local people rather than those that bring in a work force from
another place, those not requiring the town to expand
its police force, sewer, water or road systems, those
not generating much traffic--especially truck 1:raffic-and those providing a community service.

(2) Will the jobs be satisfying and pay reason.ably weU?
Many citizens have expressed concern over the
importance of providing "good jobs" so their children
will not have to leave the area for employment opportunities. Traditionally, this has meant jobs which pay
well. However, more and more people are redefining
the term, good job. They have started talking about
jobs which, in addition to paying well, are viewed as

Residential Tax ems*& the Value of
Commercial/industrial Property. Vermont. 1989.
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satisfying, worthwhile, give opportunities for personal
growth and advancement, and enable employees to Ii ve
comfortably. This is not meant to jUlltify minimum

wage, but, instead, to broadenthe definitionof a good
job to include many more social elements.
Towns should considerthe effects of the types of
jobs which the business will bring, the business's em-

ployee policies andbenefits,whetheror not employees
have a financial stake in the company through profit
sharing or employee ownership plans, the work envi-

ronment,day care availability,training opportunities,
parental leave policies--and then pay. More satisfied
employees means less turnover and an increased corporate commitment to the town.

(3) Will the company
nity?

invest in the commu-

Many companies have policies writteu. explicitly
in their corporate bylaws, that commit them to making contributions to the community. These may include sponsoring community groups and activities, allowing their land to be used for community gardens or
parks, opening buildings after business hours for
community meetings, supporting a day care center,
building affordable housing, or providing contributions
to local agencies or nonprofit organizations. The possibilities for socially responsible giving are almost
endless.
In addition, some companies set up local. credit
unions for their employees, or participate in the local
credit union rather than using a state or interstate bank.
This strengthens the economy by recirculating money
locally.

(4) Will the service or product
community?

benefit

One company may produce Gatling guns, or electric cookie cutters, or gaskets used only in boat engines in Japan. Another may provide recycling services, produce wood stoves, or have other services or
products which will directly benefit the community.
Newspaper publishers, colleges, health dimes, agriculture, food processing plants, energy producers and
recreation facilities can be looked at as more than just·
employers--they also meet community needs.

(5) Will
people?

the company

be owm!d by local

In theory, at least, a locally owned company
would be more committed to the community.
It
would also be more likely to hire local people rather
than transferring a work force from outside the area. It
would be less vulnerable to outside economic forces
and less likely to be used as a pawn in a larger deal.
Because it is difficult to find the technology, management and financing locally for establishing a significant-sized company, locally owned new companies
tend to be small. But, large numbers of small locally
owned companies in a community will create a stable
economic base.
Often small local companies create new companies which may share facilities, philosophy, board
members or stockholders. A local company is more
likely to spin off more local companies than is a national one.

(6) Will the company employ
and local subcontractors?

local

people

A company which brings in its workforce from
outside or hires out-of-state subcontractors may not
solve a community's problems unless the comi,ilmity
is looking for population growth, more traffic or more
general activity. Also, any gain in taxes would probably be offset by the costs of educating and providing
services to the new company and the new residents.
A company w:hich, instead, makes a commitment
to hire local people and local subcontractors would be
more likely to help the community meet the goals of
providing jobs for its existing residents. It would
also, in general, have a more positive impact on the
town's tax bills.

(7) Will the company train local people
off er .them a step up?

0
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Ideally, new companies would retrain presently
underemployed residents, providing the:m with more
satisfying jobs close to home rather than bringing in
skilled workers from elsewhere. For this to happen,
communities and companies should negotiate explicit

plans and not rely on vague promises. Consider the
company'swillingness to implementprogramssuch as
on-site job training,internships,the use of the company'sfacilities for trainingprogramsaimed at special
populations,andcooperativetrainingcoursesofferedin
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conjunction with local colleges and schools. Consider
setting up programs in conjunction with the local
schools to explain the skills needed for future employment and which exploit ways in which the school
and company can work together to educate the future
workforce.

II: Environmentally Sound
Corporate Policy
(1) ls the company's operation environmenm
tally sustainable?
.ls it dependent on selling off parts of the town?
Some companies use renewable resources and take
advantage of natural systems. Examples in Vermont
include a cooperative creamery which markets dairy
products made from local milk, a company which produces baby food from local organically grown fruits
and vegetables, and several wood manufacturing plants
which make furniture from the state's trees. Because
milk, vegetables, fruit and trees are renewable, these
companies can, with careful planning and thoughtful
management, succeed without depleting the area's resources.
Several reasons explain why coll)panies may not
be environmentally sustainable. so'me may heavily
depend on noxHenewable resources--such as minerals,
oif and gas. Some may produce wastes which the environment cannot assimilate. Others may use renewable resources faster than they can be replenished: an
example is a manufacturing plant using wood which
devours all the region's trees in ten years. Others,
such as ski areas, may require continual expansion to
stay competitive. Tb.is might involve land clearing,
new restaurants, hotels, commercial establishments
and water for making snow.
(2) Will any negative or positive environ-

mental
impacts occur?
It might be easier to list the negative environmental impacts which mi.ghtresult from commercial or industrial growth. These :include air pollution, water
pollution, smells, noise, solid waste and toxic materials i.n the soil. Growth may also, however, positively
impact
environment. For example, consider the
many new companies which help citizens or businesses reduce energy consumption, or the companies
which recycle :mmething 0:nce destined for the landfill
or river. There are also companies which produce
equipment to help farmers reduce th.cir chemical use, or
factories which produce electricity and fertilizer from
manure--solving a formerly intractable waste management problem, as well as providing useful by-products.

(3) ls the company committed to reducing
negative environmental
impacts?
Many companies are very conscientious about reducing their environmental impacts. Examples of positi.ve programs include ones for recycling their wastes
reducing environmentally unsound packaging, using
rail transportation, providing van pooling, conserving
energy and using greenhouses to process sewage.

(4) What
traffic?

effect

will the

industry

have

iJn

Companies may increase traffic in several ways.
Numerous trucks (which cause significantly greater
highway deterioration than cars) may bring raw materials and remove waste and finished products. Extra trnf..
fie i.s also added as workers commute to work out of
town and when local customers visit the industry.
Companies can re-d.uce their traffic impacts by
staggering employee work hours, locating in a:reas already well-suited to handle increased traffic, paying for
road improvements and maintenance, offering incentives for car-pooling or ride sharing, supporting the
construction of bike or pedestrian paths, or by providing van service or subsidized public transportation.
Some localities have established trai."lsportation management associations which work with developers and
businesses to find concrete solutions for potential
transportation problems before they are created. Local
governments can mandate that following these specifications will be a condition for approving a new development.
Some companies may actually reduce traffic problems. A company which employs local people or
which meets local needs by providing something
closer to home at a community scale could eliminate
out-of-town shopping trips taken by residents. A regional shopping mall, on the other hand, would have
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the opposite effect by attracting out-of-town customers.
Companies which locate near railroad tracks (or
another mass transit route) and ship by rail might even
help to revitalize railroads and other shipping industries. The company may also make mass transit profitable in areas which did n@tpreviously have enough
ridership to make this option financially viable.

HI: Determining Economically
Sound Practices
(1) Does the company
renewable resource or
If the community has
niche, it probably is taking

add value to a. local
product?

found its special economic
advantage of a local renewable resource and adding value to it. Rather than just
selling the resource in its raw form, it could benefit
the community to process the resource locally and then
sell a product which is more valuable. As examples,
consider the difference between selling raw milk and
selling cheese or ice cream; or the difference between
selling logs and selling fine furniture.
Perhaps the community's most important resources are less tangible--things such as ingenuity,
ariistic ability, hard work, and intelligence.
It is
equally important to take advantage of these.
Publishing companies, art galleries, recording studios,
magazines and companies which market local products
all help add value to the work of talented citizens.

(2) Will the company help keep money cir·
culatfog in the community?
A popular economic theory is that the best way to
strengthen a local economy is to pull in outside
money, either by bringing in outside companies or
outside customers. While that is valid, there is also
much to be gained by keeping money in the community longer. This will be done by companies that have
a policy to hire local people and by companies which
provide a service or product used by local people--especiall y if it substitutes for something normally imported.

(3) ls the company dependent on discrez
tionary im:ome or a high growth rate?
A company with a trendy or frivolous product
may be subject to economic downturns more than a
company which provides a time-proven and essential
product.
Companies dependent on a growth economy may,
in the long run, be particularly devastating to a community. They may fail when economic growth slows
for reasons completely unrelated to the local economy
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or community. Or, they may require continued growth
at a time when the community has reached its desired
limits.

(4) Will the company and its products or
services have a positive effect on the town
image and on other companies in town?
Some companies can help establish a town's image by creating community pride and by benefiting
other companies. Tue actions of the firms of Ben &
Jerry's and the Cabot Cooperative Creamery are far
more important than any marketing program in establishing a reputation for quality Vermont foods. This
reputation then extends to other products.
Often,
towns are put on the map and their good reputations
established by the success of a unique, local enterprise.
Factory outlets, chain stores or franchises often fail to
benefit a town's image in the same way.
(5) ls the company dependent on cheap en-

ergy or other scarce resources?
The company's fuel or resource dependence must
be carefully considered. A firm which remains very
dependent on cheap oil, gas, water or electricity may
look economically viable today, but may be extremely
vulnerable to rising energy prices or resource depletion.

(6) Will the company strengthen and preserve the community's
assets, particularly
those identified by the town plan as important?
Most town plans, especially in Vermont, call for
the protection of agriculture and forestry along with
the preservation of a working landscape. But, for
preservation of the landscape to succeed, it must remain economically viable. While some economic developments increase the pressure on landowners to
sell, other companies may help farmers make a living
with their land. Examples would be companies which
process and sell high quality food, ensuring fanners a
good market for top quality milk and produce, or a local wood product manufacturing plant whi,~hprovides a
local market for logs.

(7) Does the company
economic base?

add diversity

to the

It often seems like the ultimate economic success
story occurs when, after years of local effort, a large
company finally decides to locate in a small town.
However, town planners must keep in mind the chance
that the .company may later decide to move--devastating the tow·n because it has berome overly dependent
on the c,ompa11yfor jobs and ta" revenue. A safer eco-

Continued on Page J8
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Wilderness
Recovery:
Thinking
BiginRestoration
Ecology
by ReedF. Noss

I: INTRODUCTION
No big conservation project is adequate in today's
world without a major restoration component. There
is simply too little land left in near-pristine condition;
human influences are everywhere, and some ecosystem
types are virtually gone.
Landscape restoration need not be prohibitively
expensive .. It can rely largely on the natural recovery
processe~ of ecosystems, aided by human labor. Road
closures alone can work wonders. The billions of dollars that federal agencies spend annually degrading natural ecosystems through such e:i.orbitant programs as
below-cost timber sales, subsidiZ,ed grazing, dams, and
road construction canbe diverted to restoration projects. Labor-intensive restoration, in tum, can employ
many fonner timber workers, road engineers, and
ranchers, whose prior activities have created the need
for restoration in the first place. The net benefit to
biodiversity and human society will be tremendous.
In the following essay. I outline a strategy and
recipe for wilderness recovery based on a land ethic espoused by Aldo Leopold more than four decades ago.
The reestablishment of huge,· wild, f1¥1ctional ecosystems replete with large carnivores and their prey is the
pinnacle of restoration ecology and .human reharmonization with nature.
'

II: A WILDERNESS VISION
Ecological. Values of Wilderness
Wilderness has ecological values. It is no accident
that the only ecosystems that include all native carnivores are very large road.less areas. In the lower 48
states, the only ecosystem that still regularly contains

Postage-stamp nature reserves have
protected some important elements of
biodiversity, but they are not whole.
. They fail to maintain populations of
area-dependent animals, do not
re1rres,11t...co,mplete bfological
communities,.•
do not perpetuate the
ecological processes necessary to
assure landscape-level diversity, and
are influenced heavily by phenomena
beyond their borders.
both grizzly bears and wolves is the Northern
Continental Divide. complex in northern Montana and
adjacent Canada. The presence of large carnivore populations indicates a relatively healthy ecosystem; the
predators themselves may play a fundamental role in
maintaining the diversity of the system through indirect effects on the food web.
Roadlessness defines wilderness and is the key to
its ecological health. Probably no single feature of
human-dominated landscapes is more threatening to
biodiversity (aquatic and terrestrial) than roads. Direct
effects of roads include fragmentation and isolation of
populations, roadkill, pollution and sedimentation of
streams and wetlands, and exotic species invasions.
Many species of small vertebrates and invertebrates
rarely or never cross roads, even two-lane roads closed
to public traffic. Roads, therefore. reduce effective
population sizes and gene flow, and will be significant
dispersal barriers during climate change. A network of
roads fragments populations into smaller units, each
more vulnerable to extinction. Another set of species-largely weeds and pests--uses roadsides as dispersal
corridors.
Indirect effects of roads are many, but the most
important to consider here are those related to human
access. Roads bring people with guns, snares, and
traps.
Roadless areas offer refugia to those species, from
wild runs of anadromous fish to large carnivores and
ungulates, sensitive to the impacts of roads. Because
large mammals require enonnous amounts of habitat
to maintain viable populations, roadless areas must be
large to offer sufficient security. Hence the need for
Big Wilderness.
Postage-stamp nature reserves have protected some
important elements of biodiversity. but they are not
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whole. They fail •to maintain populations of area-dependent animals, do not represent complete biological
communities, do not perpetuate the ecological processes necessary to assure landscape-level diversity, and
are influenced heavily by phenomena beyond their borders. Furthennore. because small reserves usually require a considerable amount of manipulative management in order
maintain what diversity they have,
they fail the naturalness test and do little to promote
humility.
Many argue that, by applying ecological principles, we can manage landscapes to maintain biodiversity and still build roads, harvest timber, drill for oil,
mine ore. graze cows and sheep, and roar around in offroad vehicles. Lawmakers have put this multiple-use
philosophy on the books. Federal laws, most notably
the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of
1976, tell land-managing agencies to provide for many
human uses, while at the same time maintaining diversity and viable populations. But the record of multiple-use management is a sorry one; comt11.on and
weedy, species have prospered at the expense of rare and
sensitive species, and entire ecosystems are being degraded. Much of the damage is connected with roadbuilding and other fonns of habitat fragmentation.

to

Intrinsic Value
Besides its ecological values, besides even the
amenity values of inspiring humility and contemplation, Big Wilderness is· essential. It has intrinsic
value.
Some people, for reasons quite beyond the rational, believe that huge, wild areas are valuable for their
own sake. These areas should. be as free as possible
from human influence in order to satisfy the criterion
of sacred otherness. Science cannot prove or disprove
intrinsic value in wilderness or any other entity. But
if we accept that humans have intrinsic value, as do
almost all ethical traditions, then only anthropocentric
prejudice would keep us from recognizing such value
in others. In the final analysis, intrinsic values are the
only values that stand on their own, unfettered by tenuous links to utility. What good is wilderness? One
might as well ask the rocks in the canyon.
''Wilderness." Ed Abbey wrote, "needs no defense, only
more defenders."

Balance
Implicit in conservation strategy is that a balance
should be achieved between land devoted to primarily
natural values and land developed for human purposes.
How balanced is the ratio of wild to developed land in
the United States? Conservationists often look to the
tropics with greatest alarm, but many North American
ecosystems are in equally critical condition and stand
to lose as great a proportion of their biota. By 1920.
the northeastern and central states already had lost 96
per cent of their virgin forests. Today, the Pacific
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Northwest holds most of the old-growth forests in the
lower 48 states, yet less than 13 per cent remains of
the ancient forest in western Washington, western
Oregon, and northwestern Calif oroia. The longleaf
pine forests of the Southeastern Coastal Plain, once
the dominant regional ecosystem, have declined by at
least 98 per cent. Very little of our land is protected
strictly, despite the .claims of commodity interests.
Designated wilderness represents only 1.8 per cent of
the 48 states, or four per cent of the U.S. including
Alaska, and many of these areas are open to grazing,
mining. and other disruptive uses.
To set aside only three per cent of the 48 states in
reserves, and only 1.8 per cent as wilderness, does not
seem very balanced. No one can say how much land is
"needed" to maintain biodiversity; where we draw the
line is a reflection of our values. My values tell me
that an order of magnitude increase--to 50 percent--is a
reasonable compromise, and that large-scale wilderness
recovery is needed to restore that balance. Many peo-

By 1920, the northeastern and central
states already had lost 96 per cent of
their virgin forests.
pie will think that asking for 50 per cent of our land as
wilderness is either utopian or insane (or worse). But
then again, most people (and nearly all elected officials) believe in infinite economic growth. Few accept
the inevitability of catas.trophe if we stay on our present course. I rest my case.

III: RECOVERY PRINCIPLES
Wherever we draw the line between wilderness and
development, the degraded condition of most ecosys~
terns means that preservation, strictly speaking, is seldom a tenable option. Clearcuts and abandoned fields
must be reforested, cows and fences removed, roads
obliterated, natural fire and hydrological regimes restored, native carnivores and other species returned to
their fonner range. Wilderness must be allowed to recover.
If we accept that some level of wilderness recovery
is a worthy conservation goal, where do we begin?
First, it must be recogniZ,ed that preservation and
restoration are complementary elements of any regional conservation strategy. Using "no net loss" of
habitat or biodiversity as a guiding principle, all e:i.isting, relatively unaltered natural areas must be protected, in addition to restoring habitats critical to regional biodiversity. The following are some general
principles to consider in designing a wilderness recovery project.

Ecosystem Representation
Habitat destruction, like biodiversity, is not distribute,d uniformly or randomly over the land. The
most productive and often most diverse habitats were
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the first to be settled andconverted to intensive prodlK;tion. Today, of 261 major terrestrial ecosystems in
the United States and Puerto Rioo, defined by a combmati.on of Bailey's ewregions and KucWer's potential
natm&J.vegetation, 104 (40 per cent) are nnt protected
in designated wilderness areas. Wilderness boundaries
oil.encoincide with timbedine: the "rock and ice" phe-

nomenon.
Representation of all ecosystem types in wilderness and other protected areas is one of the most iman.d widely accepted goals
conservation.
t;;e{;.m.1se
any major ecosystem type win vaxy across its
geographic range in such attributes as species composition, vegetation structure,and naturaldisturbance
regime, multiple examples of each major ecosystem
shouldbe protected or.restored.Restorationpriorities
can be established. by determiningwhich ecosystem
types the region ha'.'e dedined most markedly from
presettiement condition.

million ha. Thus, few prote.cted areas approach the
approximately one million ha needed to maintain natural disturbance regimes (for some ecosystem types) and
viable populations of large mammals. Society has to
face the fact that its existing protected areas are too
small.
Hence the need for wilderness recovery. In almost
all cases, representing ecosystems in protected areas of
sufficient size to assure viability is possible today
only through restoration. For future parks or wilderness areas to represent the diversity that greeted the
i'irst European visitors, they wiH, in the words of
res1oration ecoiogist Daniel Janzen, have to be "grown
rather than decreed." To be complete, restoration needs
to be considered at a scale of millions of hectares.

Bigness
The desirability of large reserves, "bigness," is
one of the few generally accepted principles of conservation. Prote.cted examples of ecosystem types must

people
think
asking
fo1· 50 per cent o.f our la,µi as
wilderness is either utopian ~r insane
(or worse). But then agq,in, most
people (and nearly all elected
oflici.als) beliei 1e
infinite economic
Few
the ine11itability
,catastrophe
we stay on our
present course. l rest my case.
to maintain viable populations of all
:nanv,1
and
nersist in coucert wich natural
c'.;.c1 • tiar<X!S. I,a;·, re.s,ctves are
,o defend
outside,
less inten".:1croachm~u;11
siye edge or bomtdary effect,; and reqmre les:, ma:'.',,·
agement .per unit area.
How,.arge mm;t a-~sJemess area or other
t~ to m111ntainnauvt'. biodiversity? Fsl'tmatit~
coi1biolog1st
:mnimum v ,:t,1 1,opulationr;
~ ..,r 1i,ponding
".2izes are
high. A
l
cl dy c.onch,de,1 m2t an avera1;:e population of
1,000 individuals n:ia}fbe adequate for species of nor~ pop11Iation variability, but 10,000 individuals
may be Dtx>Aedfor long-term persistence of highly
variable birds and mammals. How these minimum
estimates tr&,slate into area requirements
r1,,·,:• rn1~ on factors such as habitat qt12Jity and social
bd.19vior that detenninc;, population density ac-iddispersion. C. M. Schonewald-Cox estimated that reserves
of 10,000 to 100,000 ha (25,000 to 250,000 acres)
[Ed. note: one hectare equals 2.5 acres]might maintain
viable populations of small herbivorous and omnivorous mai:nmals, but reserves of one to ten million ha
are needed for long-term viable populations of large
c,mrivores and ungulatesNaturaldisturbancesalso must be taken into consideration,as reserves that are small relative to the
scaleof natural disturbancemay experienceradicalfluctuatkns in the propo:ti.ons of different seral stages,
tum will
populations dependent on
stages. Sor'le researchers hav,'cestimated that
50-100 ti.mr;;::ihe largest disturbance patch
may appro2ch a steady state in habitat
B#use boreal forests experience natural fires
up t~ one miihon
reserves of 50 to 100 minion

IMPLEMENTATIOI'~

s:p}Jtial COllJIL:l';).:(
Spatial 0Jnte 0 ,t ,c; a key to detecffuning whe;·,
k,ci.te landscape-scale restoration
The gom
a regional landbase where protected areas representing
all ecosystem types are enclosed or otherwise linked by
continuous natural habitat
Such a system of interconnected reserves can form a whole greater than the
sum of its parts. Although each reserve individually
might be too small to assure viability of a carnivore
population, for exarn.ple, the network as a whole
might suffice. Small satellite reserves protecting local
biodiversity hotspots, such as a rock outcrop with an
endemic plant, complement the regional network, but
cannot be allowed to substitute for it
A map of all public and private managed areas in
the region of interest is a good place to start. Parcels
can be rated in terms of the degree of protection given
to · them, as is done for all managed areas by The
Nature Conservancy. Such a map portrays the skeleton to which you add flesh: designate critical areas on
oublic land in protected status, fill in gaps (such as inholdings) in public ownership, acquire surrounding
lands to increase n,serve size, idenlif y restoration
iu.e;;, and establish linkages between reserves.
Next, consult tbe best available vegetation maps
or remote sensing infmmation to determine the current
distribution oLecosystem types)n the region. The
necessar:
ownership ,,nd pi::ot~tion map then can be OH>
For ecos
on the
map, ideull.y
a Geog1?1riiu:::
how weci
r::mmtion
~GIS), to C:-c::.enrune
1,:.;;;u uy creefaHgaps anu occasionai watc:rshe..d-size1 1suug protectw an:as and other public I.ands represc1..
ecosy:;terP types. The
analysis" pr~ject
suited
fires,
na~1onal parks and forests (at
ha
,,pproximate
state. TI,e current:
ideaHy l.o this type
anaiysis.
[Ed !Vote: Gap
,>r so) may he
Analys,s for ,he Northern Forest Region
,:ystem of
areas in this region fails
repn,,_ted at the
Coope.·at/1'.: .C':sh&
'S, howev;o1
. 'rc:hem10rc,
'.':?arch Un:
U. of
in Burlin:
t
species
e,_
would
state to
scale, this
is mappir,2,
rusuibv,iog ,Jfcurrent vegetation and associated species
miluon ha.
do existing reserve3 meet thes':
(base::l on habitat suitability}, determimng centers of
tious. size c,-;teria.? Research Natural Areas
species nd111essand endemism, and identifying gaps in
Jesi!?lllted for Ui.erreoological an.d scientific values, are
the coverage of ecosvstems and svecies ranges in profar · small by an1 criterion. None of the 213 Forest
Vected areas. 1jnpro1ected vegetmion types and hot
S,:;r,1,ce RNAs (as
is larger than 5,000 ha.
of high
richness become prioritie:; for
Only
of the 320 um ts in the National Park system
protection.
(as of 1983) are larger than one million_ ha. Only six
Once one has identified the ecosystems most in
of the 474 units in the National Wilderness
· need of representation in the wilderness recovery sysPreservation System (as of 1989) are larger than one
tem, proposed reserve boundaries must be delineated on

a map. Boundaries should be drawn to encompass areas of adequate size; conform to topography, watersheds, and natural geomorphic features; and takeadvantage of existing undeveloped areas with low road density. Linkages or broad habitat corridors between reserves and clusters of reserves must be 'drawn to allow
for seasonal wildlife migrations, dispersal of plants and
animals, and long-range movements in response lo
climate change.
At this stage, one has mapped a prospective
wilderness recovery system. It covers perhaps 50 per
cent of the region, more or less, depending on the extent of landscape modification and the existing public
land base. Now the reserves should be buffered from
surrounding, intensive-use land (clearcuts, com fields,
cities, etc.). A gradation of buffer zones, with intensity of use increasing outwards, can sWTound each core
wilderness reserve and comprise a "multiple-use module" (MUM:) patterned after the UNESCO biosphere
reserve model. Wide, wild corridors can be zoned in a
similar fashion. Such zoning can indeed provide for
multiple human uses, but its. primary function must
be to insulate core areas from adverse human influences. The core area must provide sufficient roadless
acreage to protect the most sensitive species
(generally, large carnivores) that live or will be reintroduced there.
A wilderness recovery proposal is obviously idealistic. It is not something one takes to his/her friendly
public lands managers and legislators, expecting tq be
greeted with enthusiasm. Many will balk at its apparent unreasonableness, but nothing is more unreasonable than the willful destruction of biodiversity. For
conservationists to put forth something less than what
is really needed, lo compromise nature, is foolhardy.

Putting It On The Ground
On-the-ground implernentation of a wilderness recovery strnreg',' is contingent on factors
to
each reponal iandscape. Sorne general
apply: (1)
and revegetat,:
(2) reffi'.)''C foL:es
and other humanstructures; (3) eradicate exotic speci;;s
whenever feasible;
remtroduce populations of exti r ..
pated native species, including large predators; (5) rerei11crostore hylfroir,g1cal. reg1me3 c.:.ndsoils; and
duce or
n:11tural
disturbance regimes.
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Becaust any major ecosysteni type
will vary _across its geographic range
in such attributes as species
composition, vegetation structure,
and natural disturbance regime,
mult(ple examples of each major
ecosystem should
protected
restored. Restoration priorities can
be established by determining which
ecosystem types in the region have
declined most markedly from
condition.
presettlement
Much of the restoration of ecosystems at a landscape scale can rely on natural revegetation; the exceptions are mostly sites with severe soil destruction or
dominance by exotic species, which must be deal! with
case by case. In most human-modified landscapes be-

.:
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Wilderness Recovery
ing considered for wilderness recovery, fragments of
remnant natural habitat are embedded in a matrix of'
agriculture, clearcuts, or tree farms. Restoration then
is, in Daniel Janzen's words, primarily "the initiatio~ ·
an? co~e~cen~. of growing habitat fragments"
(emphasis m ongmal). The degraded habitat between
fragments must be returned to a physical condition
wh.ere it can be reseeded by native plant propagules. ·
require clearing sites of foreign vegeta1:hls <?ften"'.ill
tion (~ncludin~ tr~ plantations) and manual planting
of native spec1es, 1f seedsources are too distant or seed
dispersal too slow to overcome the invllSion of ex- ·
otics ..
One of the most. challenging tasks in restoration
is determining the target, the natural patterns and processes you are trying to replicate. Reconstruction of
presettlement vegetation and disturbance regimes and

Conservationists must insist that every wild and natural area be savttd and
. that m~ny deFr~ded are~s be restored to viability by closing roads ~nd
rezntroducz'!g m!sszng species and processes. .Wilderness recovery must not
be compromised in an effort to appear reasonable;· thlltime for compromise if
ever, was when North America· was still a wilderness continent.
'
.comparison with existing wilderness baselines, though
not perfect.' are all there is to work from. The target,
of course, ts always moving; any point in time specified as "natural" is just one. frame in a very long
movie: Furthermore, because of long-range transport
of pollutants, enhancedUV-B levels due to ozone depletion, and global warming, an ecosystem never can
be restored fully, as tong as industrial humans· dominate the planet.

V: CONCLUSION
.
Preservation and restoration are essential partners
m
a
comprehensive
~ervation
strategy.
Conservationists must insist that every wild and natural area be saved, and that many degraded areas be rest?re_dto viability by clo~ing roads and reintroducing
ID1ssmg species and processes. Wilderness recovery.
must not be comproQJised in an effort to appear reasonable; the time for comprotnise, if ever, was when
North America was still a wilderness continent.
Restoration is a life-affirming art. It offers the
only hope of true victory in conservation. Normally,
conservation battles are never won; defeat simply is
postponed. Designation under the Wilderness Act creates no new wilderness; for every acre officially designa~, many mQre acres of wilderness are destroyed.
Wilderness recovery seeks simply to bring back
ecosystems that contain all of their parts and keep
them healthy.

Dr. Reed Noss is a private consultantin ecology
and conservationbiology,an editor of Conservation
Biology·an4
'Wi/4Earth, and a part time research

. scientistfor the Universityo/ldaho. .He specializesin
applicationsof communitypn,1latu:lscape
ecologyto
conservation
problems,and1msZOyearsexperien,ce
in
the conservation
field.
A longer version of this article appearedin The
Environmental Professional Volume 13, pp.
~25·2!4, 1991...Readers
Wishinga copy of the full article, mcludingf<>Qtg<>~s
and extensivebibliography
can send $1.50to the Forum.

Contest
What Places Shouid Be
Trashed?
'·

,

,

I

In response to the question "Should we make
a list of places we want to protect?" David
Brower told the Forum (p. 9), "We don't want a
list of p~es to ~ve; we've got to come up with
a short hstt ·8 list of places we are willing to
trash."
· Send the Forum the list of places in the
Northern Forests you are willing to trash Please
explain why you chose this place(s). Th~ winner
will receive a handwritten letter critiquing her/his
choice(s) from David Brower.

Deadline: November 1, 1992

Community Economics
Continued from Page 15

this certainly makes the job of smokestack chasers

notnic development strategy is to have multiple employers in, town. If one of the numerous small companies folds because the raw materials are no longer

-·

d

Similarly. it is better to have a diversity of kinds
of econotnic activity rather than concentrating on only
one. The potato capital of the.nation would seriously
suffer in a bad potata year, no matter how many different potato processing companies are located in town.
And, when looking at additional growth, the town
tnight find that obtaining yet another potato processing plant would actually hurt the town's economy because the new firm would compete with, rather than
complement, the existing plants.
. Some towns have found it helpful to analyze their
distribution of businesses in comparison with other
communities of the same size. This gives them an
idea of whether the town tnight be able to support
growth in a certain sector. .Can towns of 4,000 people, for example, support a community health center?
The most resilient local economy is made up of
many small businesses distributed among several eco~
notnic sectors. Even though the individual economic
impact of each tnight be tninimal, the cumulative impact could be substantial. Be advised, however, that

harder.
Other questions to consider when looking for
companies that would increase the econotnic diversity
... inclu~:.Woul~~s
, an ~te
with or com~

pl~file:it-

1~

.

""~'#tiltt,,11fs
~'Y

represent an economic sector now underrepresented in
the community? Is the-size and scale of. this company
consistent with the community's goal of providing a
diversified economy?
(8) What secondary impacts are likely?
Development often begets development.
Are
, other companies, housing developments, g~ stations,
stores or houses likely to spring up in town because of
this 'company? If so, town planners must consider
whether these developments fit in with their town's
plan.

IV: Conclusion
In a recent issue of the Wall Street Journal, a
large help-wanted advertisement announced an available
speech writing position for a major company. Before
it made any mention of the job, the requirements or
the salary range, the ad boasted that the location was in
a small community nationally recognized for its livability.
Often local officials, concentrating on the need for
commercial growth to preserve their town's economic
vitality, fail to recognize how important a community's livability is to that very econotnic growth. We
designed these preceding questions in order·to encourage residents to undertake a thinking and planning process which links econotnic health to the other vital
signs of community health. There is no way to determine how much weight to give each question or the
score. which would make a project appropriate or not.
However, asking the questions, analyzing the possibilities and then using the results to negotiate with de-.
velopers will focus the town's planning process on the
importance of improving the town's economic climate
while making sure it remains a great place to live.

This article is copyrighted .and is reprinted by
permission. It first appeared in Small Town, Third
& Poplar, POB 517, Ellensburg, WA 98926 in the:
May~June 1991 issue.
Deborah Brighton is an associate with Ad Hoc
Associates, a consulting firm specializing in planning,
as weU as fiscal and environmental analysis. She may
be contacted at Ad Hoc Associates, RD .J, Box 319,
Salisbury, VT 05769.
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Abenaki Land
Continued from Page 7
and the rights that flow from that title, can only occur
through negotiation between the Nation's government
and the Federal government. There has never been any
Abenaki or Federal Government action to extinguish
. Abenaki aboriginal title, therefore it remains.
· 3 Shortly after the Supreme Court's decision, the
lower court denied the Abenaki Nation's Motion to
Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction in every case in which it
was. filed. The order grants the State jurisdiction to
prosecute based on the Supreme Court's ruling that
Abenaki aboriginal title no longer exists. Yet the
Supreme Court was not empowered to rule in the first
place, since aboriginal title involves a federal .question of
law.

Copyrightby author. No changes to be made
withoutpermission.
[Ed. Note: To make contributionsfor legal expenses, or for more information, please contact:
Sovereign Republic of the Abenaki Nation of
Missisquoi,POB 276, MissisquoiOS488.Phone802868-7146.J
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II
Public Lands and The Decline of

Neotropical
Songbirds

Migratory

in New England.

44

27

by BuckYoung

36

"It was a spring without voices. On the morningsthat
had once throbbed with the dawnchorusof robins,
catbirds,doves,jays, wrens,and scoresof otherbird
voicesthere was no new sound; only silence lay over
thefields and woodand marsh."
Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, 1962

States.

John Terborgh, Professor of Environmental
Science, Duke University writes: "Some of the threats
to bird life here in the United States seem more intractable than others. Probably little can be done to
reduce the hordes of blue jays, raccoons, opossums,
and cowbirdsthat have degraded the habitat of rural and
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"Exactly30 years ago, Rachel Carsonwarnedof the
silent spring that wouldfollow the widespreaduse of
DDT and otlU!rchemicals. Scienceand government
workedtogetherto ban DDT and controlotherpesticides, thuspreventing a silent spring. Now scienceis
againtellinggovernmentthat weface an increasingly
silent spring. This time the culprit is deforestation-right here in the USA."
David E. Blockstein, American Ornithologists Union,
Congressional Testimony, 1992
According to the US Fish and Wilill.ifeService in
"Recent Declines in Neottopical Migratory Birds:"
"long-terin observations suggest that many species of
birds that nest in North America, and winter in
· Mexico, the Caribbean and Central and South America
are declining. Recent declines followed a period of
stability or in some casesincreasing abundance. These
conclusions are based on data collected from the
Eastern Region of the North American Breeding Bird
Survey....
"In eastern North America, where the best information is available, long-term surveys indicate that
populations of 71 % of the species classified as
neotropicalmigrants declinedbetween 1978 and 1987."
The largest decline documented by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service was in Northern New England,
where between 74 ruid·85 per cent of the neotropkal
migrants are in decline. (See Fig #1)
According to the paper, "In eastern North
America,forest composition bas changed since historical times. Large blocks of mature forest have been reduced to smaller patches or replaced with younger
forests that differ vegetatively. Habitat fragmentation
results in increased pressure from competitors, predators and nest parasites like the brown headed cowbird."
Songbirds need large unfragmented forests with
large trees free from the edge created by logging, road
building, and development; songbirds are dependent on
large blocks of undisturbed forest
According to the American Ornithologists Union,
songbirds are among the animals most dependent on
National Forest Lands. The U.S. Forest Service holds
the largest amount of breeding habitat for Neotropical
migratory songbirds under one ownership in the United

74

41

Declines in neotropical migratory bird populations are widespread. Numbers on
map represent the· percentages of neotropical migratory bird spe-cies with
population declines in individual States between 1980 and 1989, based on data
from the Breeding Bird Survey. Courtesy Sam Droege, Office of Migratory Bird
Management, US Fish & Wildlife Service.

Population Changes in Interior Dependent Songbird
Migratory Species in Vermont, 1980-1989
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suburban areas. It thus seems inevitable that long-distance migrants are going to continue to decline in
neighborhood parks and woodlots. Conservation efforts should thereforebe directed towards consolidating
and expanding the largest tracts of forests... It would
be useful to prohibit the subsidized clearcutting of our
national forests." ("Why American Songbirds Are
Vanishing," Scientific American; May, 1992)
What is Causing Songbird Declines ?
Neotropical Migratory songbirds are threatened by
the deforestation of the tropics, and by the creation of
edge in North America.
Representatives from the U.S. Forest Service like
to say that the problem lies only in the tropics, but
scientistsdisagree:
"We're not saying the destruction in the tropics
isn't important. It may be at some point," said
Richard Holmes, an ecologist from Dartmouth College
who has been studying birds in Hubbard Brook since
1969. "But at the moment the root of the problem
seems to lie in North America."
Why is this Problem Worse Now Than In
The Past ?
Songbird's nests are suffering from increased predation and parasitism because of an increase in edge.
*Nest Predation: Animals like blue jays, raccoons, possum, and house cats like to eat songbird
eggs.
*Nest Parasitism: Certain bird species, like
the Brown Headed Cowbird lay their eggs in the nests
of neotropical songbirds. The parasites typically hatch
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before the songbird eggs, and out-compete the songbird's own young for food.
*Edge is the place in a forest where areas with
trees touch areas without trees. Edge is created by
timber harvesting, road building, and development.
Nest predators and parasites thrive in edge. Songbirds
need to be far away from edge in order to escape predators and parasites and successfully rear their young.
From 1966 until the late seventies, when our
forests were recovering from the abusive logging of
the tum of the century, songbird numbers were recovering rapidly. Since the late seventies however, development, logging, and road building have increased
dramatically,and songbirdshave suffered.
Land managers like to tell us that edge is good for
wildlife, and that there·are more species of wildlife in
edge than anywhere else. Unfortunately, the species
that thrive in edge are the same species that live everywhere else in the state, because most of ~e state is
edge. Other species, like songbirds, need large undisturbed forests, and they are also in great danger. It
doesn't make sense to disturb the only remaining large
blocks of forests for the same species that thrive in our
backyards. Increasing the number of species on every
single acre without paying attention to which species
they are causes extinctions on the regional scale. We
don't need to wipe out songbirds so that we can have
more raccoons or possum or deer.
Buck Youngcoordinatesthe PreserveAppalachian.
Wilderness Neotropical Migratory Songbird Task
Force. His address is: POB 52A, Bondville, VT
05340.
'
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How uch Dioxin Is
In aine's Lobsters'?

ha Paid the BiggaSt
Pallllntian
l?ina?

by Jamie Sayen

Every rrwjor paper company in Maine has paid large fines for violations of pollution or
health & safety regulations in the past couple of years. Can you identify the company
( and sometimes the location of its mill) with the dollar amount of its fine and its
violation?

Choose your answers from these 8 Paper Companies:
6oise~Cascade, Champion International, Fraser,
Georgia Pacific, International Paper, James River,
Lincoln, Scott
0

(1)
pied guilty to a $2.2 million federal felony charge (five counts) for the
illegal storage of hazardous materials and for lying about the hazardous materials; they
have also paid a pollution fine to Maine of almost $1 million.
(2)
the 21st worst emitter of carcinogens in the US, paid a $637,000 fine
for air and water pollution violations in its
mill in 1990; these violations had
been chronic for several years.
(3)
paid the US Labor Dept. $875,000 for health and safety violations in
1990; it paid the Maine DEP $252,816 for air and waterviol.ations in 1989-1990.
(4)
paid $1,025,,000, the largest DEP fine yet
(5)
paid a $3.9 million penalty to OSHA for313 alleged violations of
· health and safety; they recently reached.a $19 million tax settlement with the State of
Mai~
.

(6)
paid a $280,000 fine for air and water pollution violations in Maine in
1990; it is the responsible party in as many as 40 superfund sites.
(7)
paid $134, 900 for water and hazardous materials violations in 19861989; in 1990 it also reached consent agreements for $250,000 in fines for air violations
and $150,000 for \\'.ater violations.
(8)
has paid no big fines, but 60 workers at the
mill have
developed health problems; two died in the period 1988-1990.

November Hearing Set to
Weaken Maine Dioxin Standard
There will be a two day hearing in Augusta on November 5-6 on a proposal advanced by Maine's governor John McKeman to relax restrictions on the discharge of
dioxin into the state's waterways. The State Board of Environmental Protection supports the Governor's proposal. One day of hearings will be for supporters of the proposed rule change, the other day will be for opponents to present their case.
The existing standard, 0.013 parts per quadrillion, was mandated by the US
Environmental Protection Agency for states such as Maine that have not yet set their
own standards. The Governor's proposal would relax the standard to 0.5 parts per
quadrillion, nearly 40 times less stringent. It should be noted that the Governor's
brother is a lobbyist for the paper industry in Washington, D.C.
Opponents of the proposed change include Dr. Lani Graham, director of the
Maine Bureau of Heal th and Robert Frakes, state toxicologist They want to retain
the current standard until the US EPA completes its study of dioxin.
"We are completely unclear as to why it is necessary to utilize state resources at
this time to discuss a new standard when, in only a few months the whoJ..e matter
will have to be revisited [once the US EPA studies have been completed]," Graham
,
wrote acting Human Services Commissioner Jane Sheehan in August.
Ron Kreisman, attorney for the Natural Resources Council of Maine says the
proposed standard will free industry from cleaning up its act. ''This standard was not
selected to protect public health," he said.
The paper industry is also unhappy with Governor McKernan's proposed standard. It has called for an even less stringent standard. Expect the industry to trot out
studies done by or for Monsanto in the 1980s that "prove" dioxin is safe for humans.
These studies have been exposed time and again as fraudulent.
The State of New Hampshire is even more generous in its dioxin regulations, allowing 1.0 part per quadrillion, double McKeman's proposal.
What You Can Do: Educate yourself and your neighbors and

This is a question the paper industry, the lobster industry and the State of
Maine don't want to ask. Unless the
rivers and estuaries of Maine operate on
different ecological principles than the
rivers and estuaries of British Columbia,
we can be certain that the fish and shellfish of Maine are seriously tainted with
dioxins, furans, and hundreds of other
organochlorines that have been dmnped-legally--into the rivers of Maine and
New Hampshire for decades by paper
mills.
The
Department
of
Marine
Resources for the State of Maine refuses
to test shellfish for dioxin levels.
Rather than protect lobster fishermen by
preventing organochlorine poisoning,.
the DRC prefers to "protect" the lobstermen by covering up the truth, and
, risking the health of the tourists who
dine on Maine lobster.
The paper industry excuse for poisoning the environment is al ways
"Jobs, Jobs and more Jobs." But, if the
jobs provided at the mills cause the poisoning of shellfish and fish and the humans and non-humans that eat them,
then paper mill jobs are causing the
elimination of jobs in recreation, fishing and even license plate manufacturing
(Maine's license plate has a lobster on
it).
In British Columbia, Howe Sound
was dosed to crab and prawn fishing in
1988. Since then commercial, recreational and native food harvesting of
crab, oysters, dams, prawn, and shrimp
has been dosed in Georgia Strait (see
accompanying map). Don't expect them
to reopen for 20 years.
Also, there have been consumption
advisories for rockcod, lingcod, salmon,
and waterfowl liver. Waterfowl affected
include: Western Grebe, Swf Sooter,
Barrow's
Goldeneye,
Common
Merganser, and Greater Scaup.
All
these birds, except the Grebe, are hunted
for native food or recreation. Most of
these birds disperse and breed over
northern and western Canada
The Federal Government of Canada
has declared 2;3,7,8 TCDD (Dioxin) to
be a "toxic contaminant."
Maine and New Hampshire warned
fishermen not to eat more than one or
two eight ounce servings of fish caught
below paper mills per year. Pregnant
and nursing women were advised to refrain from consuming tainted fish altogether. If the fish are tainted, it stands
to reason that the bottom-feeding shellfish are also tainted. Crabs concentrate
especially high levels of dioxin in their
tissues in British Columbia.

PULPMlLL
~J .

community about the dangers of all organochlorines.
Organize to
fight this assault on the health of the natural and human communities of Maine. Attend both days of the hearings. And
*Contact
Natural
Resources Council of Maine, 271 State St.,
Augusta, ME 04330, tel. (207) 622-3101.
Evelyn deFrees
coordhiating grassroots efforts for NRCM.
Peter Washburn is the staff
sdentist
working on the Dioxin hearings.
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Chlorine Di.oxide No Solution
Recently, many paper mills have
converted their bleaching process from
chlorine gas to chlorine dioxide. It is
cheaper and produces a stronger pulp,
and it has reduced the levels of 2,3,7,8
TCDD discharged by the mills. But, it
will never totally eliminate dioxins and
furans. In addition, there are several reasons why chlorine dioxide is no solution.

*Organochlorine contamination continues, and, in fact, overall
organochlorine creation remains about
the same as with. the chlorjne gas
bleaching process.

*Hundreds of Organo~hlorines in the effluent are still
unidentified.
Although over 200
organochlorines from pulp mill effluent
have been identified, scientists realize
that
probably
70%
of
the ·
organochlorines in mill effluent are still
unidentified.
What you don't know
won't hurt you, right?

*The effect of chlorate on
algae is unknown. Chlorate is one
of the major by-products from chlorine.
dioxide bleaching. It is a non-specific
herbicide proven to destroy rockweed
beds in the Baltic Sea.
*Chlorine dioxide is much
worse for workers.
It is a highly
explosive, toxic gas, and is ten times
more dangerous to workers than chlorine
gas. Highly corrosive, it is very susceptible to leaks. There have been several documented leaks in the past couple
of years in the paper mills of New
Hampshire and Maine.

Alternatives to Chlorine Gas
and

Chlorine Dioxide Bleaching
*Unbleached paper may not be as
lily-white as bleached paper, but its
much more ecologically safe. Can't we
see the beauty of unbleached paper and
clean rivers?
*Non-chlorine
final
bleaching
agents include: Ozone, Hydrogen peroxide, and sodium hydrosulfite.
Most
non-chlorine
bleached papers
are
whitened with hydrogen peroxide bleaching and oxygen bleaching (or oxygen delignification). These processes do not
produce organochlorines, but they are
not environmentally
benign either.
More research must be done on these
processes.

Owrr Goal: ~ro
Orgawochloriwtt
Discharg<e
*The best paper to buy 1s:
UNBI.EACHED,
100
per
cent
RECYCLED, NON-DE-INKED paper.
But, there aren't many such products on
the market because the paper industry
has fought these changes the way the
auto industry fought seat belts. (The
November issue of the Forum will
provide a guide to safer papers.)
We must not allow industry's
agents in the government to sacrifice
human and non-human health for paper
industry profits. -Instead of weakening
Maine's dioxin discharge regulations,
they should be strengthened to eliminate
the production of all toxic organochlorines. ZERO DIOXIN DISCHARGES.
Source: The New Catalyst, N1tmber
21, Summer 1991, POB 189, Gabrio/a
lsland, B.C. VOR lXO
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[Ed. Note: The following article
reprinted
from
Rachel's

Hazardous

Waste

News

#275,

March 4, 1992.
This important
newsletter
is
published
by
Environmental Research Foundation,
POB 73700, Washington, DC 200563700. Subscription rates are: $4.0per
year for individuals and citizen groups,
$80 for government agencies; $15 for
students and seniors with ID; and $4()()
for businesses and professionals.]
.
A remarkable front-page story m
the Wall Street Journal February 20
confirm.eelthat the paper and chlorine industries have waged a successful twoyear campaign to bamboozle the nation's media

about the toxicity

of

dioxin, and that U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) fell for it too.
The point of the campaign was to
salvage the paper industry, which uses
15% of all the chemical industry's chlorine output, and which is facing billions
of dollars in lawsuits brought by citi. zens claiming damages from dioxin· released from paper mills.
The Journal's
story ("How Two
Industries Created a Fresh Spin on the
Dioxin Debate") by ·Chicago-based
staffer Jeff Bailey, describes a bald-faced
campaign by the American Paper
Institute (API) and the Chlorine
Institute to "revisit" the scientific evidence that dioxin is a potent carcinogen.
Toe Journal says, "The paper industry scored its first major public-relations success in 1990, when paper companies arranged to challenge the findings
of the most influential dioxin study ever
done. That study, reported in 1978 by
Richard Kociba, a Dow Chemical Co.
pathologist, was done on 485 white·
rats, whose food was spiked with
dioxin, Dr. Kociba found a strong link
to cancer: a daily dose of billionths of a
gram Ied to tumors."
To counteract the Kociba study,
API hired five pathologists and brought
them to a Maryland Lah in March,
1990, where for two days they reviewed
Dr. Kociba's rat slides under a microscope. The pathologists voted on each
slide--were they looking at a cancer tumor or at a "benign" tumor? At the end
of the two days, they had voted for 50%
fewer cancer tumors than Th:.Kociba had
observed 12 years earlier. Robert A
Squire, the pathologist who oversaw the
recount, told the Journal, "There
wasn't much unanimity. This was an
uncertain finding."
Nevertheless, API managed to ignore the uncertainties. Based on its
"new evidence" that dioxin is less potent
than previously believed, API wrote
stem letters to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), to President
Bush's science advisor, and to William
Reilly, chief of EPA API told EPA,
"AU of the Agency's analyses are now
out of date in light of the significant
new evidence showing that the risks of
dioxin has (sic) been overstated."
The Journal does not say so, but
almost immediately the API's publicity
machine began cranking out the "news"
that dioxin was no longer considered
very dangerous. May 31, 1990 the
Washington Post (p. A3) surprised
the world with the headline, "Scientists
Temper Views on Cancer-Causing
Potential of Dioxin." The story, by
Malcolm Gladwell, said, ''Dioxin--the
chemical that forced the evacuation of
Love Canal, sparked a wave of lawsuits
over Agent Orange and became notori-
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om, as the most potent carcinogen ever
tested--may be far less dangerous than
previously imagined, according to new
scientific evidence." Gladwell went on,
"Enough experts have joined .the revisionist chorus that some scientists consider a softening of the government's
stance toward the chemical inevitable.
Gladwell's "chorus': consisted of quotations from four scientists. Gladwell neglected to mention that three of them
were consultants paid by the paper industry.
With the Washington Post on
board, the "detoxify dioxin" campaign
was rolling.
The Journal goes on: "Next the
Chlorine Institute ... arranged to bring
three dozen of the world's foremost experts on dioxin to a conference at the
Banbury Center [on Long Island in
October, 1990]." The Journal continues, "Also present was George L. Carlo,
a scientist but not widely regarded as a
dioxin expert ..." "Carlo is not a scientist with a long history of dioxin credentials," Th:.George Lucier of the National
Institutes of Environmental Health
Sciences told the Journal.
The
Journal goes on: ''Why was Carlo
there? Though described as a 'conference
participant' by the Chlorine Institute, he
was actually the industry's $150-an-hour
observer. Based on his accolUlt, the institute would later circulate reports that
the scientists had reached an important
consensus .... "
Carlo's account, which the Chlorine
Institute immedi~ely circulated widely
to journalists and to state regulatory officials, said that the scientists at
Banbury had reached consensus that
dioxin does no harm W1til a certain
threshold of exposure is reached. In
other words, Carlo claimed--and the
Chlorine Institute sent out press state. ments claiming--that the Banbury meeting had reached agreement that there is
some amount of dioxin that is safe.
The Journal continues, "The institute's statement, however, didn't accurately reflect what had happened at the 1
conference ...A Chlorine Institute official
concedes its representations about the
conference were a 'botched publicity effort.' The Institute now agrees there was
no conference consensus on whether a
dioxin threshold exists."
However, before the world had a
chance to learn that the Chlorine
Institute was playing fast and loose with
the facts, the Institute's disinformation
about Banbury was fed to William
Reilly, chief of EPA, who fell for it.
Citing the Banbury "consensus," in
early 1991 Reilly-ordered his scientific
staff to officially "reassess" the toxicity
of dioxin.
The paper industry got help from
other friends in high places. In May,
1991, a highly-placed federal health official just three years shy of retirement
announced that dioxin was much less
toxic than previously believed.
Dr.
Vemon Houk, Director of the Center for .
Environmental
Health and Injury
Control, announced that he believed
dioxin was only "a weak carcinogen."
Houk's statements formed the "news
hook" that allowed the New York

Times to climb on board with its own
page-one story August 15, 1991: "U.S.
Officials Say Dangers of Dioxin Were
Exaggerated." With the Post, the
Times, Houk and Reilly an speaking
with one voice, the "detoxify dioxin"
campaign was clearly succeeding.
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But with the publication of the
story Feb.
Wall Street
Journal's
20, the campaign has come wrraveled.
The scientist in charge of EP A's reassessment, Peter Preuss, is quoted in
the Journal. saying that Vernon Houk's
statements "misled" the public about the
dangers of dioxin. Other scientists on
EPA's reassessment team say dioxin
seems to be just the tip of a nasty iceberg--that other chemicals in the environment seem to share dioxin's ability
to interfere with the human reproductive
and immune systems. If we all carry
dioxin in our bodies at an average of
7ppt [parts per trillion], when you add
furans and PCBs [polychlorinated
biphenyls], our average body burden of
"dioxin equivalents" may be as high as
100 ppt. This is not good news. And
it means that any additional dioxins or
furans added to the environment would
worsen a situation that is already unacceptable from a public health perspective. Knowing this, anyone who int~ntionally emits dioxins into the environment seems like a logical target for a

barrage of lawsuits.

.

It is now clear that dioxin lawsuits
can devastate anindustry. For example,
the Wall Street Journal reported
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February 7, 1992 (p. A5), that the
Georgia-Pacific Co.--a major paper producer--recently lost two dioxin lawsuits
in whichjuries awarded $4.2 million to
residents living downstream of its paper
mill on the Leaf River in New Augusta,
Mississippi.
GP has been named in
159 additional lawsuits filed by 8209
plaintiffs who claim they suffered emotional hann after eating fish contaminated with dioxins from the GP plant.
Furthermore, according to the Journal,
GP's insurance carriers say their policies
don't cover damages in lawsuits like
these. GP has now sued Aetna Life &
Casualty and seven other .insurance
companies in Mississippi federal court
asking a judge to force the insurance car~
riers to pay. No matter how that lawsuit comes out, someone is likely to
have to pay tens, or perhaps hundreds,
of millions of dollars--and this represents the problems of only one mill
owned by one company.
As the Journal commented,
f'Other paper companies are likely taking note of GP's setbacks. International
Paper Co. and Champion International
Corp. are among those who faced similar suits." Likely they are ....
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Dioxin Attacks
Immune System
[From Rachel's
Hazardous
Waste News #270 (January 29,1992)]
EPA chief William Reilly was
right--there is new information about
dioxin. Buf it won't be reassuring to
the paper industry. On the contrary,
two studies of workers exposed to
dioxin, published during the past year,
have shown unmistakable increases in
cancers of several types. A study of
5172 American workers revealed a cancer rate 46%
above the nonn. Likewise,
a study of 1583 Gemian workers revealed a cancer rate 39% above the
norm; among German workers 20 years
on the job, the rate was three times the
norm. Notably, among female German
workers, the risk of breast cancer was
doubled. Whereas a year ago .one might
have argued whether dioxin had ever
been shown to cause cancer in humans,
now such arguments are only voiced by
the kind of people who say it still isn't
proven that cigarettes cause lung cancer.
Linda Birnbaum, one of the scientists conducting EPA's reassessment. of
says these two studies have
vinced her that dioxin causes cMcer in
at least at
expo-

More IJanuerouS
Than Ever

ulping The People

[From: "Pu:u.ling Over a Poison,"
News
& World Report,
April 6, 1992]
Perhaps most important to the regulatory battle is what researchers have
learned about how dioxin triggers
cer, since the findings can explain the
perplexing results of human epidemiological studies. Dioxin does not damage
DNA, as most carcinogens do. Instead,
it works with a protein, called a receptor, that resides in the interiot of most
cells. Dioxin hooks to the receptor and
rides into the nucleus to switch on
genes that control cell growth and proliferation. If the cell harbors DNA already damaged by other carcinogens,
dioxin can promote cancer by triggering
these abnormal cells to rapidly divide,
explains George Lucier of the National
Institute of Environmental
Health
Sciences (NIEH:S).... Thus, dioxin can
cause a wide variety of cancers rather
than a single hallmark type, which epidemiologists usually expect to find.
But dioxin's cancer threat pales next
to newly discovered risks. In studies of
mice, of instance, scientists have discovered that minuscule doses of dioxin
may deru a stunning blow to the immune system. It takes far smaller quanlities of dioxin to suppress
than it doe~ to wtleash any ccfits other
1.:neasur:JJ,le
says
Iinda.
dirtx".Jorof e.Eviron-

U.S.
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rnessenger

fecting every organ in.
aud
[H::':CI~ti{)HS
react to pn:sen:e l1ealth m the fo.ce of a
and
vas 1.array o.f hostile
tox:ic1mts that our bodies encounter every
The immune
fights
against common colds,
and
the
own cells that go haywire and
start to multiply uncontrollably (a definition of cancer).
A degraded immune system leaves
the body less able to defend itself
against hostile forces in. the natural environment. Dioxin attacks the immune
system ....
To study TCDD's [dioxin] toxicity
to the immune system, researchers use
mice, whose immune systems model
those of humans. For example, EPA
researchers have measured how well
TCDD-treated mice withstand the influenza virus. Mee pre-treated with
TCDD readily die after exposure to a
quantity of virus that rarely kills healthy
mice.
Naturally, it would be very difficult
to det~t such effects in people. If people exposed to unusually high levels of
dioxin, say from a solid waste incinerator, had damaged immune systems and
consequently experienced various illnesses, no one might ever suspect
dioxin as a cause.
People might question whether
some of dioxin's low-level effects represent real harm to people, but "...few
people will contend that suppression of
tlIB immune system is not an adverse
health effect," Birnbamn told Science
News.
Unlike hormones, which remain in
the body only a few hours, dioxin has a
~f-life in the body of seven years. At
the. end of one half-life, half the initial
dioxin remains. What this means is
ili.at dioxin has, relatively, a very long
half-life in the body, unlike the horUl'>l-•.-,......,,.,.,~ that it mimics, so it stays around

says dioxin appears to boost
of some
li!G~
which can

ro skin

eruptions and perhaps to various cancers. But it also seems to

loggers

Miners

Sawalll

Workers

Pulp Workers

OCCUPATION
Source: OccupadonalMortalityin British Columbia,,1950-1984,Cancer Control
Agency of D.C., 198~.

to play havoc with the body's chemical
systems year after year. "Thus one
TCDD molecule can continuously disrupt normal cell physiology," says
Science News, citing work by wellknown dioxin researcher Thomas A
Gasiewicz at the University
of
Rochester (NY) Medical School.

No ~af e Level of
l)ioxin

Chlorine Free by '93
The Northern Forest Forum is
printed on chlorine free paper produced
by Lyons Falls Pulp & Paper Inc.
What this means is that the paper was
bleached by a process that did not use
chlorine, either as chlorine gas or as
chlorine dioxide.
Lyons Falls bleaches its pulp using
a sodium sulfite instead of a sodium sulfate kraft pulp cooking process. This
allows the mill to bleach its pulp with a
combination of hydrogen peroxide and
sodium hydrosulfite,
Although some mills produce chlo
rine-free newsprint and coated grom1dwood, Lyons Falls is the only U.S.
mill that produces 100% chlorine-free
printing and writing papers.
We are grateful to Lyons Falls for
its helpfulness in supplying chlorinefree paper for the Forum. We hope that
some day they will produce a recycled
paper (post-consumer waste) that is
chlorine-free and un-de-inked. If the nation's (or even this region's) environmental groups banded together to pur chase in bulk, we could create sufficient
demand to influen~ the production of
paper that minimizes environmental
damage.
Contact Lyons Falls' Customer
Service at: 1-800-648-4458, or Larry
Cannon at 815-455-0981.
0

[From Rachel's
Hazardous
Waste News #270 (January 29,1992)]
Is there a threshold for dioxin's
damage to the human body? Is there a
level of dioxin below which no effects
.can be observed? George Lucier of the
National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences in Research Triangle,
North Carolina, has been asking this
question in his laboratory. His data
show no evidence of any threshold.
"My data might not prove that a threshold doesn't exist," he told Science
News, "but there's also no evidence of
any thresholds." In other words, any
amount of dioxin does some damage,
according to Lucier's findings.
Tiris
means the only safe amount is zero.
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including sex hormones:
chemical.workers chronically exposed to
dioxin show reduced levels of the male
sex hormone testosterone. And if it ,
proves to work like its chemical
cousins, dioxin may also affect insulin,
the hormone that regulates blood sugar.
Indeed, Lucier says, studies show that
Vietnam veterans exposed to dioxintainted Agent Orange have a higher incidence of diabetes.
By causing hormonal havoc, dioxin
could also create permanent health prob~
lems for children exposed in the
womb ....
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*The Other Side of the
Canadian
Pulp
and
Paper
Industry: The Urgent Need for.
Environmental Reform, by Barry
Reiter, .May 1990, Pulp, Paper, and
Woodworkers of Canada, 1184 West
Sixth Avenue, Vancouver, BC, Canada
V6H 1A4

*Pulp and Paper Primer:
Nova Scotia & Pulp and Paper
Mill
Pollution:
Some
Information Sources, The Green
Web,
RR#3,
County, Nova
Canada.

Saltsprings,
Pictou
Scotia, BOK 1PO,

Natural Resources
Council
of Maine, 27L State St., Augusta,
r..1E04330. Tel (207) 622-3101.
Greenpeace, contact Mark Vogel,
(202) 319-2480.
Reach for Unbleached! Box
3333, Manson's
Landing,
British
Colmnbia, VOP lKO, Canada. Tel. 604
935-6992.
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Faulty Assumptions of Northern Forest Lands Council
by Mitch Lansky
I: Introduction
"The Happy Coincidence"
!vfuch of the debate within ilie
Forest umds Council has been
set of
st."'1.tctmed
around the
have served

l'.latt,m1sand uses;
threat to the Northern Forest
i& "land conversion";
*"land conversion" means subdivision
of
for uses other than
timber management;
*the main impetus for lm1d conversion
has been excessive regulations .and
taxes.
These assumptions are an assertion
of a myth of the "happy coincidence"
that what the industrial landowners of
Maine have done in pursuit of cheap
fiber and higher revenues has been uniJ
versally beneficial to the forest, forest
wildlife, local communities, and the
state's economy.
"Saving" the forest
means, simply, to reinforce this beneficial status quo. The way to reinforce
the status quo is to:
*reduce property taxes;
*reinstate a federal capital gains deduction;
*reduce the burden of inheritance taxes;
*purchase "conservation" easements that
consist of development rights but allow
continued "traditioual." timber manage-

ment.

II: Flaws in the Argument
These assumptions are not accurate
reflections of reality for the corporate
forests of Maine (I cannot speak, however, for other regions of the Northern

Forest)
(1) The large land ownerships have
not always served the region well. In
1974, for example, when this "happy"

SturtevantPond (top center) located in Maine;just north of Lake Umbagog,is 650 acres. The clearcut area
is at least as large. Photo courtesyAl,;x-S:MacLean - La.ndslides.
past was supposedly occurring, Williaiµ
*polluting the state's. air and water;
Osborne, in his book The P?per., · *and discouraging local economic diverPlantation,
documented .\}ow the
sification.
The result has been that the corpocompanies were:
*degrading their forests;
rations have been enriched by the valu*exploiting their wor{qs;
able resources of the state, while the local inhabitants have stayed relatively
*using Ieverag 1~ •••ove?timber prices to
impoverished.
The Northern Forest
the detrime,it•j,<:jfwoodlot owners and
pulpw~
'. ers;
Lands Study documented that this impoverishment still persists in forest*co~tri.~ g minimal revenues to the
dominated communities nearly two
tax base(considering the size and value
decades later. [Ed. Note: See pp. 33-37
9f-their land);

of the Study which is available from the
Northern Forest Lands Council, 54
Portsmouth St, Concord, NH 03301.J

Company

Acres Owned

Bowater, Inc.
Seven Islands Land Co.*
International Paper
'.Prentiss& Carlisle Mgt. Co.*
S.D. Warren Co. (Scott Paper)
Champion International Corp.
Boise Cascade Corp.
Irving Pulp & Paper.
Diamond Occidental Forest Inc. &
James River Corp.
Georgia-Pacific Corp.

TOTAL

2,088,432
1,011,000
980,891
970,000
930,000
730,000
670,000
561,000
526,000
488,035
8,953,358

*Management Companies for Family Ownerships
According to the Northern Forest Lands Study, there were 14,200,000 acres of private
land.in Maine's portion of the Study region. The largest 18 landowners in Maine own
over 75% of the Maine woods. Less than 0.1 % of the landownersmore than 75%

of the Maine Woods.
Source: Bangor DailyNews,July 11-12, 1992
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(2) Some of the "traditional" land
ownership patterns and uses, such as
those listed above, are not worth maintaining. Reference to "tradition" also
masks the fact that forest practices and
other forest uses are continually evolving. One can hardly call the recent reliance on mechanized harvesters, wholetree logging, or herbicides "traditional"
when they have expanded to their current
status in only the last decade.
(3) Property subdivision for development, while a problem in some areas,
has only occurred on around one per cent
of Maine's unorganized
territories.
While some individuals and groups have
raised the fear that millions of acres of
paper company lands will be sold for
development lots, the reality so far has
been that most sales of paper company
lands have gone to other timber management companies (but many of these
companies, which are lobbying for taxation relief, do have their own real estate
divisions and have sold a portion of
their most valuable development properties). Most of the development activity
is focused around shorelands and scenic
areas. Well over 90 per cent of the unorganized territories of Maine are unlikely targets for development, due to
poor access or unsuitable surroundings.
Who would want to build a condo in an
industrial clearcut?
While the development of certain
sensitive areas around the beauty strips
desired by recreationists has been a prob-
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lem that needs to be addressed, the impact of such problems to the forest and
forest wildlife has been minor over the
last decade compared to the impact of
industrial management on the millions
of acres that lie beyond the beauty
strips.
(4) Focusing on land sales and subdivision as being the major source of
land "conversion" and assuming that
such conversibns ought to be prevented
because they are undesirable can lead to
policies irrelevant to forest or conmmnity · health. Subdividing land is not
necessarily bad for the forest, nor is
consolidating land necessarily good. It
depends on how the land is used. A
consolidated ownership can, through
abusive management, more severly
"convert" the land (by changing the
ecosystem from a mature, diverse forest
to a simplified, fragmented, young forest) than a responsibly- managed subdiv1s1on. Fragmentation of ownerships
and fragmentation of forests are not necessarily the same thing.
The relative poverty of the area, the
decline in forest jobs, the high accident
rates, the high percentage of exported
raw logs, the high percentage.of foreign
workers, the decline in spruce volumes,
the threat to biodiversity, and even the
degradation of forest beauty are not,
primarily due to land subdivision and
development. They are more due to the
status quo that the Council may end up
protecting to prevent "conversion."
(5) The boom in subdivisions was ·
not, primarily, a result of excessive taxation and regulation of timberlands. It
had more to do with changes in the
economy that led to a frenzy in speculative investments:
Taxation: The decision to subdivide and sell both the Coburn and
Diamond lands, for example, occurred
before the changes in capital gains in
1986. The boom in subdivisions in the
unorganized territories began in 1985-also before the changes in the tax laws-and ended in the 1990s, despite those
changes.
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Maine, with its Tree Growth Tax

Law, has the lowest
·
the northern forest region.

under
Tree Growth are so low that towns dominated by commercial forest lands can
get compensation from the General
Fund for their lost revenues. This con-

·"'

stitutes a subsidy to the landowners.
If low property taxes are an incentive for better forest management, then
Maine should have the premier forests
of the region. Yet, despite both low
property taxes and low taxation of capital gains, some companies abusively
managed their lands on a massive scale
in Maine during the 1980s.
While
lower tru(rates may lead to higher profits, there is no guarantee that they will
lead to better management.
Regulations: To call the forest
regulations that existed during the 1980s
"excessive" is somewhat of an exaggeration. The only regulations of timber
harvesting were for the fraction of the
forest (5%) near shorelands or deeryards.
Even in theae areas landowners could cut
up to 40% of timber volume in a 10
year period if they so ,desired. In the
"management zone" landowners could,
(and did, in some cases) cut llil'intensely
and as extensively as the landscape iµlowed (i. e., until they came to a shoreland zone). The results of this lack of
regulation during the 1980s are readily
observable from satellite photos.
There are some individuals who
have argued before the NFLC that any
regulations at all represent an excess.
They maintain that landowners should
have the right to do as they please on
their own property, and to restrict that
right constitutes an unlawful taking
without due compensation.
Unfortunately, some of those so
vociferously defending the "rights" of
private property owners have trouble
distinguishing between rights and privileges. There are, however, legal limits
to what one can do with one's land. The
Maine Supreme Court declared in 1908
that "We think it a settled principle,
growing out of the nature of a well-or dered society, that every holder of property however absolute and unqualified
may be his title, holds it under the implied liability that his use shall be so
regulated that it shall not be injurious to
the rights of the community."
Using regulations to prevent destructive practices should hardly be considered "taking" land from a landowner,
but rather preventing the landowner
from taking the values of the land from
the community or from future generations. Since past and current forest regulations do not or barely address intensity of cut, shortness of rotation, forest
simplification, forest fragmentation,
conversion of species, degradation of
quality, depletion of soil organic matter
or nutrients, etc. etc., one can hardly
call them excessive.

UI: Inappropriate Policy
The tax breaks and purchase of development rights through "conservation
easements 1' are based on the idea of the
"h;)ppycoincidence"--that making forest
management more profitable, by reducit1gcertain costs, will assure the protection of the forest
local communities. Historically it has already been
demonstrated that there is no guarantee
that such a coincidence will occur.
Unless there are strings attached to any
such benefits, landowners are just as
likely to use the incentives to take more
profits as to invest in bettering the land
or improving local communities.
The NFLC appears to assume that
the tax breaksand easements will help
"conserve" the forest (i.e., prevent
"conversion"),but, while these benefits
are
apply to all the acreage,the "threats"

and
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Clearcuts,i(J,Township Din western Maine. The Appalachian Trail runs along the ridge to the west. Mooselookmegunilc4ke lies to the north. Photo courtesy Alex S. MacLean - Landslides.
only to the fractio~\;'t'b~ acreage in areas desired for development: .Jf there are
particular sensitive areas that' <:l\l,ght.to
be protected from development,"• tlµs
would appear to be more of a zoni~g
problem than a taxation problem.
Members of the Council have, in
the face of accusations from privateownership-rights groups fearing government takeover of their lands, denied
that the NFLC is a government agency
with the power toJake lands, or even to
set policy. But the NFLC is helping to
recommend policy, and is thus, to some
extent, a government financed lobbyist
group.
To the extent that the NFLC · focuses primarily in protecting the status
quo, as if this protected the forest or local communities, it, is using public

The tax-paying public that makes
funds to lobby for the benefit of private
forest landowners. There are voting
up for these lost revenues (or that pays
members on the NFLC who would get
for financing purchase of easements)
(or their clients would get) a direct fimust be assured that they are getting
mmcial benefit from proposed tax. more for their increased burden than the
~anges or. easements. This creates the
maintenance of large, hereditary ownera~ance
of a conflict of interest:.
ships, or the maintenance of adequate
While ~forest industry may argue that
profit. levels of absentee ownerships, or
the maintenance of adequate profit levels
they need· 'SQchbenefits due to .some
hardships, man.)',,other industries could
of absentee multinational industrial
argue the same--su~ hardships ar.e alb
landowners. They need to be assured
.·
that they are getting some tangible pubtoo-common in the l~JThere arelimits, hmt~.er, to bow
lie benefit or they will balk at supportmuch taxation relief the ~yeibment can
ing the recommended policy changes.
grant to all such industries. \Io the exSince taxation is an unreliable inducement to responsible forest managetent that tax revenues do not c6~ from
forest landowners, they come from Other
ment unless there are substantial
tax payers. The public itself feels iliat,.,,"strings" attached to any benefits, the
it is already overburdened with taxes--it ''·'ll.l;ljor taxation issue should be equity.
also wants
relief.
The·, -NR,C policy emphasis for
"saving 41~ northern forests, therefore,
should go elsewh~e.

Local Control Quiz
Supporters of the Paper Industry and Property Rights
Advocates have often objected to public ownership of forest
lands (especially by the citizens of the United States via
federal ownership). They have piously called for a retention of "local ownership." Eight multinational paper
corporations own about 7 million acres in Maine ..

Can you match the corporation (column A) with the
location of its corporate headquarters (column B)?

Column A

Column B

Boise Cascade
Bowater
Champion International
Fraser
Georgia-Pacific
International Paper
James River
Scott Paper

Toronto, Ontario
Darien, Connecticut
Stamford, Connecticut
Atlanta, Georgia
Boise, Idaho
Purchase, New York
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Richmond, Virginia
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IV: Appropriate ·'2o)icy
The criteria for appropriate(9rest
policy shouldbe that practicesqualify as
ecologically sound, socially responsible,
economicallyviable, and sustainable.
*Ecological soundness is primary
in importancebecause all other criteria
dependon it. 0 Ecologically sound"implies practicesthat maintainnative biolpgical diversity at all levels of organi;r.ationover the landscape,and it implies
practices that maintain forest health or .
stability--i.e., resistance to and resilience from disturbances. This implies maintaining, when possible, mature, di verse forests that contain the full
arrayof predator/prey
complexes and nutrient cycles.
*Social responsibilityimplies practices thatdo not increasesocial inequity
either betweengroupsin this generation
or between this generationand those to
come. It implies safe work conditions
and fair wages for workers. It implies
also that practices benefit, rather than
hmm,the communitieswhere they take
place, and that communitieshave a say
over what goes on in theirjurisdictions.
Because practices that are ecologically
unsoundcreateinequities between generations and hann local communities,
they arenot socially responsible.
*Economic viability implies practices thatincorporateecological and soAutumn Equinox 1992

'
cial concerns and still bring in positive
revenues. If it is not viable to incorporate ecological and social costs, these
concerns most likely will not be incor-

porated.
*Sustainability implies

not just
fiber supplies for the expected life of a
mill, but ecological and social values at
a local level for centuries to come.
The role of the NFLC should be to
assess all government tools--such as
planning, research, education, taxation,
regulation, and reserves and demonstration areas on public lands--to see if they
harmonize with the above criteria and
with each other. The NFLC should determine to what extent regional cooperation win further these goals.
We already have examples where
these government tools have been incompatible with sound forestry policy
or have been used in an incomplete
manner. Policies that address economic
viability through ta,, incentives, for example, but neglect ecological or social
implications have not "saved" the forest
in the past and can not be expected to do

per, not in growing trees. Because the
companies are vertically integrated and
exist in an oligopsony (where only a
few companies dominate buying markets) they can have influence over the
economy to keep purchase prices low.
The NFLC by concentrating on
keeping forestry costs low through tax
reductions or easements--whether on industrial or nonindustrial lands--is, in effect, lobbying for either a direct, or indirect, subsidy to the mills, so. that they
can have an artificially cheap supply of

fiber.
Having wood devalued in such a

way contradicts appropriate policy goals
in many ways:
*it creates taxation inequity by having
weaithy corporations, which can afford
to pay, pay less--thereby forcing others
to pay more;
*it means there is less money to pay for
management costs--especially for labor;
*it means that there is less incentive for
society to conserve a precious resource,
or to intensify recycling--currently virgin fiber is cheaper than recycled fiber.
Incorporating ecological costs into
the value of wood would have major
benefits for society and the forest. Of

Mitch Lansky, a Selectman in
Wytopitlock, Maine, in the heart of the
industrial forest of Maine, is a member
of the Maine Citizens' Advisory
Committee for Maine. This was originally addressed to Charles Levesque,
Executive Director of the NFLC Mitch
is also the author of the forthcoming
Beyond the Beauty Strip: Saving
. What's Left of our Forests, which
will be published in October by Tilbury
House, 132 Water St., Gardiner, ME
04345. Tel. 207 582-1899. Price:
$26.95 (Cloth) & $16.95 (Paper).

so in th.efol:ure.
V: Economic Viability"'
Two Approaches
There are two basic approaches to
making an enterprise more economically
viabte--cutting costs and increasing revenues. The NFLC seems to be focusing
primarily on cutting costs for landowners, at public expense, by lowering
taxes. But there are.other reasons why a
landowner might not be getting acceptable retum.s on forest management, such
as: not growing for highest-paying markets, not having local high-paying markets, or having local markets that un<lervaluethe wood.
When an industrial land manager
complains that he or she can not get acceptable returns from.· timber management, tilef~ajt.111.ayJie
~ore. i.n the mill
division of the cmnpa)il:;Y
not ~ying.
what the wood is worth in an internal
corporate transaction, that in excessive
taxati.on or regulation.
fox tllostof these comp~es, the
major source of pmfitis·in making pa-

course, some people will argue that this
is not practical in a global market dominated by regions where timber management is highly subsidized. I would
respond to this argument, that the problem must at least be addressed, and the
NFLC.could be a forum to discuss how
the situation could be reformed.
I agreed to be part of the Citizens'
Advisory Committee because I hoped
that the Northern Forest Lands Council
was going to work for the best interest
of the forest and the communities of
this region in which I live. Based on
current emphases, I am not convinced
that this is presently the case. I welcome further dialogue, and hope that the
NFLC can address these important ecological, social, and economic issues in
the near future.

Northern Forest
Conference November
12-13, 1992
Sustaining
Ecosystems,
Econ-omies, and a Way of Life
in the Northern
Forest, co-

Note the "BeautyStrip" along the streamjust south of Lake Umbagog.
Photo courtesyAlex S. MacLean - ·Landslides.

sponsored by the George D. Aiken
Lecture Series of UVM and The
Wilderness Society at the University of
Vermont, Burlington. Free & Open to
the Public. For information, call Debra
Livramento (The Wilderness Society)
202-833-2300.

Revised Mission Statement of
Northern Forest Lands Council
· Submitted to the NFLC on September l, 1992 by 14 Groups
That Belong to the Northern Forest Alliance

The.Mhision. of the Northern Forest Lands Council is to critically examine current trends in fore st land ownership, uses and practices, and to reinforce the continued
existence of large forest areas which promote sustainable natural and
communities inthe Northern Forests of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and New York.
The mission is to be achieved by:
*Ptot¢cting the ecological integrity of the region;
*Enhancing the quality of life for local residents by promoting a diverse, sustainable regional economy, and by providing the opportunity for the people of
the region-to determine the future of their communities;
*Encouraging an ecologically and economically sustainable forest-based economy;
*Protecting the recreational, wildlife, scenic, and wildland resources of the region.

human

Operating

Principles

The NorthernForestLands Councilfinds:
The Northern Forests are of national significance and are facing a number of
ever-increasing pressures from land fragm.entation, development, recreational use, unsustainable forest and mill practices, misdirected land taxes, global market forces, and
air and water pollution. These have significant adverse impacts upon the ecological
and economic integrity of the region; on attempts to manage forest lands in a sustainable manner; and on the quality of life of local residents.
In the past land conservation efforts have tended to focus on planning, zoning
and acquisition. The Northern Forest Lands Council presents an opportunity to explore additional ideas for land and resources conservation that can help local people.

The Northern Forest Lands Councilwill be guided in its work by the following
OperatingPrinciples:
(1) The Council will be advisory only. States shall retain all of their existing
authorities. The Council will have no regulatory power .. Responsibility for land use
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planning and regulation will remain with state and local governments.
(2) There is a need to gather natural and economic resource information that can
contribute to decision making to conserve the ecological integrity of the region and
to enhance the social and economic condition of the region's communities.
Specifically, the Council will assess the impact of traditional, current and alternative
future land uses and land management practices on the long-term health of the natural
and human communities of the region.
(3) The Council cannot and will not acquire land. The Council recognizes that.
public acquisition, from willing landowners, is only one of many tools with which
to protect critical lands within the Northern Forest area. The Council realizes that
wholesale public land acquisition is not the total solution to the problems of the
Northern Forest, but that fee acquisition remains an effective way to protect public
values. Acquisitions of fee title and conservation easements are appropriate to:
*Protect the ecological integrity of the region;
*Protect water quality;
*Assure public access;
*Prevent inappropriate development; and to
*Assure the longterm integrity of working forests and farms.
(4) To encourage the conservation of important tracts of timber and recreation
lands, the states and federal government should support tax policies, regulations and
zoning that promote ecologically sustainable economies. Encouragement should also
be given to a variety of public-private partnerships that exchange incentives for longterm commitments by landowners to manage their lands in a sustainable manner
while keeping them open for appropriate public use.
(5) In all of the work of the Council, landowners, residents of the region, and
oilier citizens concerned about the future of the Northern Forest will be consulted and
treated openly and fairly.
(6) The Council will build upon the work of the Northern Forest Lands Study,
the Report of the Governors' Task Force·on the Northern Forest Lands, and the work
of others who are working to promote sustainable natural and human communities.
(7) The Council will seek public input at all stages of its process.

The Northern Forest Forum
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The Adirondack Park: An Unfulfilled D·ream
by Michael G, DiNunzio
Birthdays--of people and parks-- are
a time for celebration. They are also a
time for taking stock of where we've
been and where we're headed. A review
of the hundred-year history of the
Adirondack Park reveals a shocking· 1ack
of shared purpose and vision regarding
the Park's ultimate form and function.
But history also reveals the serendipi tous evolution of a land protection strategy that has been a model for the conservation
of
lived-in
landscapes
throughout the world.
The Adirondacks were the world's
first countryside park. In this setting,
public and private holdings form an intricate pattern of natural and human
communities.
Working · fanns and
forests that underpin the regional economy surround the largest wilderness
complex in the Eastern United States.
Yet all is not well.
Homes and businesses sprawl alobg
many road corridors, blocking vistas and
blurring the distinction between setded
and wild lands. But subdividers and
speculators pose a more insidious threat
to the Park's backcountry, where vacation homes account for about 60% of
the dwellings. "No trespassing" signs
prevent access to· many sections of
rivers and public Forest Preserve.
And crushing tax burdens promote the
breakup of large private holdings, where
a tradition of good stewardship has stabihzed the flow of forest products from
the working landscape.
·
V'/e must act now, if we aie to reverse this decline and fulfill the dream of
,,,.;,cuu,~
a frue park in the Adirondacks.
1o
us in this
v.;e need to review someevents of the past and consider some options for the future.
* * *
In 1890, the New York State
Legislature appropriated $25,000 for the
purchase of lands in the Adirondack and
Catskill regions, "as shall be available
for the purpose of a State Park"
Apparently, the legislators were planning ahead, but they didn't elaborate on
their choice of words. Later that year,
in an attempt to focus future state acquis11:J.ons, the newly-formed
Forest
Commission published a map on which
it proposed an Adirondack Park that was
outlined in blue. When the Park was
officially f01med two years later, its
"Blue Line" encompassed 2.8 million
acres, 80% of which was private land.
The remainder was publicly-owned State
Forest Preserve. Since that time, the
Park has more than doubled in size, and
public ownership has grown to roughly
40%.

The Forest Conunission originally
intended to buy all the private property
within the Blue Line as it became avails
able, and add it to the Preserve. But that
soon proved to be fiscally impractical
and politically unthinkable. Weal.thy
individuals and dubs secured vast tracts
of Adirondack backcountry and became
ensconced in their domains. Escalating
land prices quickly outpaced state appraisals and depleted meager coffers. At
this critical juncture, the state failed to
consider how it could design a park
comprised largely of private land, including tens of thousl:llldsof residents in
scores of communities.
Except for the passage of a law lim iting the placement of advertising signs,
activities on the Park's private lands
were virtually ignored for the next eight
decades. In contrast, a heavy coat of le-

gal armor was forged to protect the
Preserve from all foreseeable onslaughts. Disgusted by the performance
of
the
scandal-plagued
Forest
Commission, the people passed an 1894
amendment to the state constitution,
which stated that the lands of the Forest
Preserve "shall be forever kept as wild
forest lands. They shall not be leased,
sold, or exchanged, or be taken by any
corporation, public or private, nor shall

the timber thereon be sold, removed, or
destroyed."
These words defined a
covenant between New Yorkers and their
Preserve that remains the world's
strongest legal commitment to the protection of our natural heritage.
Thus shielded against the types of
environmental abuses that characterized
the exploitative mentality of the last
century, the Preserve has largely recovered its ecological integrity. But the

Wild Island in a Civilized Sea·
Createtfin 1892, tft.eJitaironaacf(:Parf(
was tfiefirst "countrysiffe"
parf(in tft.eworftf.
Its founrfersspecificafftJ
inc.orporaterf
a comp(qpattem .ofpu.iCicanrfprivate Canas,induainJ1tfirivin11
communities1
Witfiinits .iounrfant,It containssi,cmiffionacres,covers
one-fiftft.of :J{f.w':York
State, ana is t'Jfua(in size to neiJ1li.iorinJ1
'llermont.
Some58 per cent of th.eJitaironrfacf(Parf(
is private Cana,,ievotea principafftJto
forestnt,a11ricuCture,
antfopen-space
recreation.'Ifie parf(isft.ometo 130,000 permanent
ninemil(ionvisitorsannuaC(lf,
antf210,000 seasona(residents,anrffiostsan f;Stimatea
'Ifie remaininJl42 per cent of tfie Jitaironaacf(Parleis pu6Cid11
ownea :forest
Preserve,protected·
as "foreverwiCtf'Dlftfie State Constitutionsince1894. Onemi((ion
one-si,ctfiof the entirepark, are tfesi;{nateaas
acresof tfiesepu6Cic(ands,representinJl
WiCtierness,where a wide ranJleof recreationa{activities ma116e enj01.1ea
in an
separate'lUi[tfemess
units, ran-}linJ!
in si.zefrom
incompara6[e
natura.{settin)l, Six:_teen
a6out 7,000 to over220,000 acres,are scatterecftfirou,qfwuttfie park, Motorizerf
areasto preservequiet anasofiturfe,
vefiic{esanrfequipmentare6anneafrom'Vtli{demess
to protectsensitivewi{tf(ifeana to ft.e{pprevent overuse.'Ifie majorit1fof puMic {antf
(moretfian1.3 millionacres)l, dassifierfas 'WiCd'
:Forest,in wfiicfimotori.ze.a
uses are
waters,roarfs,antftrails.
permittedon tfe.sifjrtated
P(antsan.ti'UJildJife
aboundin tfu. Mironaac{Park,indutfin,qrrw.nl.f
fourufn.owft.ere
elsein (}[__ew
')'or{State. 'Uncutancient forests wver tens of tliousanrfsof acres.
Ironica{{lf,mudi of tfie park_is morewiM anrfn.atura{toaatJtfian it was a centu11f(lf{O,
wfien irresponsiMefo11J1inJl
practicesana forest fires rava}!erf m.ucfiof tfi.er~f!iort.
S0meifa11,
aff native witd{ife, lncCui:fowthose species tota({lf e{imittated from tfie
arufmoose,maq Civeanti
J/.airondacl(j
aurirlf{tfie Castcenturt.J,
sucfias the wo{f, [11nx:,
6reerfin tfiepark._
oncemore.
'Ifiewesternanrfsouthern;.1/..airondacl(j
are.aJlentfeCantfscape
of fii{(s1 {a/ces,ponds,
mu{streams.1n tft.enortheastareJ{iJ!fi.Pea(;, 46 of tfiem4,000 feet or liif!fier,e{even
zuitfialpinesummitsthat risea6ovetimberfine.
'Ifie Ji!tiironiacf(sinc{u,ietfi.e fiearfwatersof five major drainajjeSlfStems:tfi.e
am£tfte :J{pwYorf(portionof tft.e
:Hudson,'B[acf0St. Lawrence,and Mon.awl(!JUvers,
basin. 'v!litfiinthe parfc.
are2,800 {afcesanrfpondsand moretfi.an1,500
Laf(J Cfiamptain
mi{esefriversfed 611an estimated30,000milesof 6roo/&
anastreams.
--:M.
(j.'D.
f•
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The Adirondack Park is a patchwork of public (black) and
private lands. . What happens to the private holdings in the way of
incompatible development will degrade the adjoining public lands
and affect the natural character of the entire region.
The Northern Forest Forum

People of New York have a "park on the
cheap" and they coiitinue to pay the
price of assuming that the good stewards
of large private holdings can hold on
forever. Gradually, almost imperceptibly, the character of the Park is eroded
as bit-by-bit, subdivision and development gnaw at the fabric of open space.
Lacking a clear vision of what the
Adirondack Park could, or should become, the state adopted an opportunistic, cartographic approach to acquisitions that domitlllted the past century.
An obvi01,1sresult of this approach is
the hodge-podge, patchwork pattern of
public and private ownership that now
characterizes the region. More importantly, the Park is a jig-saw pUZile that
lacks some critical pi~s.
By fitting these missing ecological
"pieces" together, we can form an
Adirondack Park that will serve as a
global model for integrated land use and
conservation. But first we must view
the Park as an integrated whole and respect its special attributes.
* * *
Until the late
1960s, most
Adirondackers--including sportsmen, residents, legislators, and even conservationists-- were preoccupied with the
management of the Forest Preserve.
Bills designed to undermine its constitutional safeguards were proposed and defeate,d, as were massive impoundment
schemes reminiscent of the Retch
Hetchy project in Yosemite. At times,
the courts were c.:tlled upon to inteiprer
fine points of law. During this period.
many lost sight of the fact that the Park
is not synonymous with the Preserve.
Some people, however, had a greater vi3ion.
Laurence Rockefeller recognized
that the Adirondacks. w~~ } :Pftjonal.
treasure and, in 1967, he pr6p~s&f 'the
creation of an Adirondack Moi.mtains
National Park His trial balloon was
peppered with shot from all quarters and
quickly fell to earth with a resounding
thud. After that, things were never quite
the same in the North Country. It was
as though everyone who had been in denial for the past seventy-five years was
now ready to face up to reality.
In fact, the scattered lands of the
Forest Preserve did not, and never will,
add up to a true park. Private and public
holdings are inextricably intertwined and
interrelated. This is a unique pattern for
a park, and one that Americans still
have a hard time reconciling with their
stereotypical image of parks as public
reserves.
Near-unanimous distaste for the federal park idea made New Yorkers more
wining to discuss alternate ways to proceed. Following the demise of his
brother's ill-fated proposal, Governor
Nelson
Rockefeller
appointed
a
Commission on the Future of the
Adirondacks.
After two years, the
Commission delivered its report. It was
the first time the state had officially
tackled the complex issue of integrating
public lands with the Forest Preserve to
form a true park in the Adirondacks.
The next year, in 1971, the Legislature
created the Adirondack Park· Agency
(APA) to devise a master plan for the
Forest Preserve and to control some of
the development on private lands within
the Blue Line.
Comprehensive zoning plans were
virtually
unknown
in the
105
Adirondack towns and villages in the
early 1970s. As a consequence, the first
years of the APA were tumultuous at
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best. . Twenty years later, many Park
residents still view the Private Land Use
Plan as the most restrictive zoning
statute in the nation, if not .the world.
In fact, suburban communities throughout the state commonly function under
zoning and permit requirements that are
more restrictive. The Park Plan only
regulates about one-half of the devdopment in the region and is so flawed in
its approach that the Agency now presides over what some have called the rational destruction of the Park.

* * *
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Answer to Land Acquisition Quiz: (a). Yes, the cost of 10 million acres of
up as a lifetime subscriber.
Northern Forest Lands would be less than one half of one per cent of the current estimate of
Over the last two decades, roughly
the cost of the S&L Bailout--$500.billion! And we can count on it going higher and
the tenure of the AP A, the Adirondack
is a steal (certainly the S&L debacle was).
higher. Maybe land !lCQUisition
Park has steadily lost environmental
Name
ground. On average, 1,000 new homes
Answers to Local Control Quiz: Boise-Cascade (Boise, ID); Bowater (Darien, CT);
have been built in each of the past
Champion (Stamford, CT); Fraser (Toronto, Ontario); Georgia-Pacific (Atlanta, GA);
twenty years. This may not seem like
International Paper (Purchase, NY); James River (Richmond, VA); Scott Paper
much on Long Island, but there are only
Town._______
_
(Philadelphia, PA)
about 80,000 homes in the entire Park.
And the choicest sites--the first to goAnswers to Pollution Fine Quiz: (1) International Paper; (2) Georgia-Pacific;
State___
.ZIP__ _
Woodville; (3) Boise-Cascade; (4) Lincoln; (5) Fraser; (6) James-River; (7) Scott; (8)
have been around shorelines, in vistas,
Champion International; Bucksport
and along roadsides. During this period,
The claim is sometimes made that
current restrictions leave no room for
growth. But 500,000 houses could be
shoe-homed into theJ;uunlets and hinter1.. ·
.P!irk,withoute~ceediug to.
.~&i,ty guidelines. Under
~~. the Park's popula-
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sixty-five miles of shoreline and 135
miles of roadfront have been lost to development. These are the very places
with sensitive resources that help define
the essential character of the Park.
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Answers to Tax Break Quiz: (1) Great Northern Nekoosa (which ceased to exist when
Georgia-Pacific swallowed it in a hostile takeover in 1990. In October 1991 GP sold the ·
GNN mills, hydroelectric rights on the West Branch of the Penobscot, and 2.1 million
acres to Bowater for a little more than $300 million.) (2) International Paper; (3) Scott
Paper;(4) Champion International; St. Regis
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of the Hudson As n Was
Destrudion in the Adirondacks

O

Feeder
Hudson As It Is
The Effects of Logging & Bur:nlng Timber - Drawn by Julian Rix

These drawings, which first appeared in Harpers' 1'Veekly on
24, 1885, were part of the public outcry against the
abusive logging of the late Nineteenth Century in the
dil'ondacks. ,4s a result of this outcry, the Adirondack Park
was cruited in 1892. Today nearly two and a half million acres
of Adirondack forest land again resembles the condition of the
sceae portrayed on the left ("as it was"). Courtesy of the
Adirondack Museum.
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